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Abstract
Building operating systems play an important role in monitoring energy consumption
of devices and improving energy efficiency in household buildings. From this arises a
need for a preferably flexible and full-featured user interface to visualize the energy data
in the building and allow residents to collect and realize various needs and preferences
to the system. This article introduces a generic user interface for building operating
systems which is presented from aspects of design, implementation and evaluation. To
ensure the user interface can be flexibly adapted to various types of buildings, we
design a series of generic data models which are independent of any building
operating system. Besides, three roles with different permissions and a number of
functional components of the user interface are also introduced in the article. Based on
the design, a prototype of such a generic user interface named Building Operating
System User Interface (BOS UI) has been implemented to operate the Energy Smart
Home Lab (ESHL) at the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT). We evaluate the design,
functionality and usability of the BOS UI qualitatively and quantitatively. The evaluation
results show that the BOS UI meets a set of desired requirements (except for system
configuration) for a generic user interface of building operating systems. Besides this,
the evaluation experiments yielded very positive feedback in many aspects including
improvement of energy efficiency and user experience. More than 90% of the test users
agreed that the BOS UI provided them with enough information and functionalities
that they would need in their daily lives and it can help them to save money.
Furthermore, the mean score of the System Usability Scale (SUS) is 79.0, which indicates
a good usability. The experiments prove that the user interface is still easy to use,
despite abundant features are integrated into the system.
Keywords: Building operating system, Smart home, Generic user interface,
Visualization, Energy management, Home automation
Introduction
Nowadays improving energy efficiency has become a global concern in terms of saving
natural resources and cutting down on pollution. During the last two decades (1984-2004)
primary energy consumption has grown by 49% and CO2 emissions by 43%, with an aver-
age annual increase of 2 and 1.8% respectively (Pérez-Lombard et al. 2008). Energy use in
buildings represents about 40% of the EU’s total final energy consumption and CO2 emis-
sions (Balaras et al. 2007), therefore improving energy efficiency and making best use of
renewable energies in buildings will play a significant role in mitigating the global energy
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and climate crisis. To achieve this, a lot of research focuses on design and implementa-
tion of building operating systems or energymanagement systems. For instance, HomeOS
(Dixon et al. 2012) provides a PC-like abstraction for home technology. The Organic
Smart Home (OSH) (Allerding and Schmeck 2011) helps to optimizes the schedule of
appliances based on evolutionary algorithms in order to help residents to save money.
In Mauser et al. (2016), the OSH has been extended to support multi-commodity energy
management in smart homes.
A user interface is considered an essential part of a building operating system in a smart
home since it is supposed to help keeping residents in the loop by providing them with
useful information and interactive options. In Orpwood et al. (2005), design methodolo-
gies and evaluation approaches of user interfaces for people with dementia in smart home
environment are elaborated. There is, however, no user interface prototype that is imple-
mented, based on the methods mentioned in this article. In Borodulkin et al. (2002), a
working prototype of 3D virtual graphical user interface for a smart home is described. In
the prototype, a sophisticated 3D virtual smart home environment has been designed by
using a Virtual Reality (VR) approach. The virtual reality user interface enables residents
to view consumption values and manipulate appliances. Nevertheless the evaluation of
the prototype is missing in the paper. In Becker et al. (2012), a user interface for providing
the connection between the resident and the energy management named Energy Man-
agement Panel (EMP) is presented. The EMP is designed specially for the Energy Smart
Home Lab (ESHL) (The Energy Smart Home Lab at KIT). It is evaluated in the scope
of test residents by students at the KIT. Macık (2016) proposes a method for context-
sensitive automatic user interface generation which has been showed the possibility of
supporting solutions for the domain of the Internet of Things. However when it comes
to put the theories into practice, namely generating a user interface for a specific build-
ing operating system, the author claims that there are still many challenges which need
to be further addressed, therefore there is no available user interface instance for building
operating systems in the article.
Most of the research about user interfaces for building operating systems in smart
homes done in the past years (e.g. Orpwood et al. (2005), Borodulkin et al. (2002), Macık
(2016), Latfi et al. (2007) and Roscher et al. (2009)) have dealt primarily with method
description, which is more theoretical in nature. So far, we are not aware of many
publications in the area of practical implementations of such user interfaces. In this
article, a generic and flexible user interface for building operating systems is designed,
implemented and evaluated, focusing mainly on the aspects of energy management and
comfort. The user interface, on the one hand, is able to communicate with building
operating systems in various smart homes, on the other hand, it can provide residents
with holistic and transparent information on energy consumption and generation in their
building as well as control over appliances. In Xu and Schmeck (2017), a number of popu-
larly open-sourced user interfaces for building operating systems were evaluated from the
aspects of smart home related use cases and some technical characteristics. The results
showed that all the user interfaces that were evaluated have space to be enhanced in vary-
ing degrees from different aspects. They either tightly couple with a specific building
operating system, or only cover limited use cases about smart homes.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. “Design” section clarifies some
concepts that will be later used in this article and then proposes an architecture for a
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generic user interface for building operating systems. In order to achieve the goal of mak-
ing the user interface generic, we introduce different roles with different permissions,
design some properly abstracted data models and come up with a number of functional
components to support a wide range of use cases relating to smart homes. Based on
the design in “Design” section, a prototype of the generic user interface has been imple-
mented as described in “Implementation” section . The prototype is evaluated in terms
of design and usability. “Evaluation” section presents the according results and discusses
the relevant implications. In “Discussion” section, we summarize key features and nov-
elty of the current research, and point out challenges of implementing our concept in
an actual household building. Finally, we conclude the article and provide an outlook on
future work in “Conclusion and outlook” section.
Design
With a rising number of competing building operating systems in the future market, hav-
ing a holistic and comprehensive overview of the energy flows and devices will become
more and more difficult. In a fragmented market, the customers might lose control over
their individual targets concerning their building. This section presents the design of a
generic user interface for building operating systems, which can be used for future user
interfaces to deal with heterogeneity of different building operating systems.
Definitions
During the 1990s the concept of the smart home entered popular culture for the first
time, which aroused great public awareness (Harper 2006). Henceforward this concept
has gradually become a reality with the rapid growth of the internet of things (IoT).
Since entering the 21st century, smart home or home automation technologies have been
increasing in popularity and began changing the way people live. At the same time a vari-
ety of smart home related terminologies arose which are widely used but not uniformly
defined. For the sake of clarity, terms and expressions used in this article are defined in
the following:
A Household Building refers to either one of the apartments in a residential building
or an independently single or multi-storied house which is owned by one person or fam-
ily. An important feature for the “building” in this article is that there is a person who
is responsible for paying all the energy costs. Residential buildings that are shared by a
number of different home owners, office buildings and other public buildings are not in
the scope of this article, but but the concepts presented in this article can be extended to
these scenarios.
A Building Operating System is an Information and Communication Technology
(ICT) system that is deployed in a household building. Similar to computer operating sys-
tems, such as Windows or Linux, which coordinate hardware components and provide
services for applications software, a building operating system manages heterogeneous
household devices, sensors, storages and other equipment by means of IoT technolo-
gies, and on the other hand, it optimizes energy use in the building and provides various
services for residents.
A Generic User Interface for Building Operating Systems (which is the work basic
that has been done in this article), as a general term, has different commonly accepted def-
initions. It can also apply to a building operating system, in which case, its concept is still
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self-evident. However, when it comes to a generic user interface for building operating
systems, so far there is no available definition for this concept in the existing publications.
In this article, a generic user interface for building operating systems is defined to meet
the following requirements:
• Remote reachability. In order to enable a user interface to be remotely reachable, it
is highly desirable to provide a web-based GUI (Graphical User Interface) system
since it is a cross-platform software that is not dependent on specific hardware or
operating system (Bladow et al. 2000). The traditional desktop user interfaces which
need to be installed on a local computer are very platform dependent and require
much effort for maintenance and upgrading. A web-based user interface, on the
other hand, is flexible to be accessed from any computer connected to the Internet
using a standard browser, that is why it is widely getting popular.
• Responsiveness. A generic user interface should be responsive. According to the
survey conducted by the Pew Research Center in 2015 (U.S. Smartphone Use in
2015), 68% of Americans are smart phone owners, up from 35% in 2011, and tablet
ownership has edged up to 45% among adults. This growth continued through these
years. With the increasing number of mobile devices with different screen sizes, it is
important to create a responsive user interface by using the Responsive Web Design
(Frain 2012) which can assure the user interface looks good on different types of
devices by adapting the layout to suit different screen sizes, thus delivering a good
and consistent experience to users.
• Configurability. If a user interface is configurable, some features (e.g. appearance,
layouts, displayed content, etc.) of the user interface can be tailored by users
according to their needs or preferences. As one of the design principles for user
interface design, configurability enables users to realize the personalization of their
user interface. This personalization enhances the sense of control of the user and
encourages an active role in understanding. It also makes allowance for personal
preferences and differences in experience levels, thus leading to a higher user
satisfaction (Galitz 2007).
• Role management. A generic user interface should be applicable to users who hold
different roles. Most designers understand at some level that it is not so much users
themselves but the roles that they play in relation to a system that must be taken into
account in user interface design (Constantine and Lockwood 2001). When it comes
to the field of smart buildings or smart homes, although there are usually not so
many residents living in a household building, in many cases (e.g. multi-tenancy),
household members do have different roles associated with different household
practices. By failing to recognise that users value time, roles and relationships in their
domestic lives, there are growing concerns that smart home technology is coming to
dominate people, rather than the other way around (Wilson et al. 2015; Davidoff et al.
2006). A role-based user interface is able to assign users to different roles which have
different permissions to access the system, leading to a higher protection of privacy
and a better acceptance of users. The restricted access to data or certain
functionalities ensures confidentiality, integrity, and accountability (Guo 2013).
• Flexibility. A generic user interface should be based on generic data models which
are flexible to deal with different building operating systems. A generic user interface
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is not specifically designed for a particular building operating system, but on the
contrary, the architecture of the generic user interface should be loosely coupled with
its underlying building operating system, so that it is flexible enough to apply to
different household buildings with different kinds of devices.
• Generality. A generic user interface should be able to cover extensive use cases
relating to the context of the smart home. From the point of view of functionalities,
the more use cases that can be covered by the generic user interface, the better.
Supporting only limited features will place restrictions on the applicable scope of a
user interface, which will affect the applicability and generality of the user interface to
a great extent. Xu and Schmeck (2017) reviewed the state-of-the-art user interfaces
for building operating systems and then came up with a set of common smart home
related use cases, which can be used as a reference for the functional design of the
generic user interface for building operating systems. We refer to this set of use cases
when discussing generality in the remainder of this article.
Apart from eliminating ambiguity, the requirements listed above, on the one hand, iden-
tify guidelines for the design of such a generic user interface in this article, and, on the
other hand, provide criteria to evaluate the user interface prototype implemented on the
basis of the design (cf. “Evaluation” section).
Architecture
Current building operating systems are basically equipped with their own proprietary
user interface for their application scenarios based on their specific APIs (Applica-
tion Programming Interfaces). For instance, the Energy Management Panel (EMP)
(Becker et al. 2012) is the user interface of the OSH (Allerding and Schmeck 2011). EF-Pi
(EF-Pi) provides some empty widgets, that need to be developed by application designers,
as its user interface. OpenHab2 (OpenHAB) uses the Paper UI, the Basic UI and the Clas-
sic UI (The User Interfaces of OpenHAB 2) as its user interfaces to realize different home
automation goals. Since the smart home market, at this stage, is still highly fragmented,
the existing building operating systems usually use different standards and provide dif-
ferent functionalities, with the result that user interfaces are heavily coupled with their
corresponding building operating systems, and these user interfaces either support only
a limited number of use cases relating to smart homes or are not flexible enough to be
extended to other household buildings.
Having a generic user interface, which can be used for different building operating
systems, is a solution to deal with the aforementioned problems. Figure 1 shows the archi-
tecture of such a generic user interface. The key part that makes the user interface generic
and extendible is a number of generic data models, which are appropriate abstractions
for objects that are needed by the generic user interface. Part of the data models will be
explained in “Data models” section. The existing building operating systems (e.g. OSH,
EF-Pi, or another random building operating system named BOS A, which are repre-
sented by the first three dotted boxes in Fig. 1) have their own APIs or web services,
therefore they need an adapter to convert their proprietary data models to the generic
data models so that the generic user interface can apply to them. It would be undesirable
to do the conversion inside the generic user interface, because in that case, the generic
user interface needs to know the APIs or data models of every single building operating
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Fig. 1 Architecture of the generic user interface for building operating systems in smart homes
system, which is supposed to be neither logical nor realistic. The adapter can be imple-
mented either inside building operating systems, or, as an outside isolated component,
such as a NodeJS component, which receives data from a building operating system via
web services and then implements the data conversion for the generic user interface.
Some future building operating systemsmight even forego designing their own data mod-
els for their user interface. Instead, they could directly benefit from the design presented
in this article by accessing the generic data models so that they could utilize the generic
user interface to interact with users rather than design their own user interfaces from
scratch. In so doing, a lot of effort could be saved.
Furthermore, building operating systems in the future cannot be seen to exist as iso-
lated units, especially in this era of information explosion where information sharing and
exchange have become increasingly popular. To begin with, it is clear that the generic user
interface for building operating systems is able to connect to a utility company to not only
receive regular energy bills but also access customized services made by residents. If the
energy information from utility companies are available as structured data instead of the
usual files (e.g. PDF files), in other words, if the energy data are organized with standard
data models, there will be a huge potential for the generic user interface to extract useful
data from the information provided by utility companies and reuse the data for providing
users with a more comprehensive visualization of their historical energy use or for other
purposes.
Furthermore, nowadays more and more people, especially young generation, desire to
share their lives on social media, e.g. Facebook and Twitter. For this reason, it would be
beneficial for residents to share their energy achievements in their building with their
friends on popular social networks via the generic user interface. This would also be a
disguised incentive for users to improve their awareness for energy conservation.
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Finally, with the rising number of smart meters being rolled out in all kinds of buildings,
real-time energy consumption information is being made available to an increasing num-
ber of household buildings. In order to make the best use of this valuable information and
to gain increased benefit from it, it is anticipated that, in the future, smart home owners
will have the option of joining together to form communities. They would then be able
to share their in-house energy data with the communities for which they have obtained
permissions and be informed about the energy use of like-minded residents in these com-
munities in reward. A community of smart homes can provide an ideal environment to
facilitate such a gamification. “Support Online Community” is one of the use cases for
smart homes that has been proposed in different articles (e.g. Xu and Schmeck (2017) and
ACCIONA: Smart Buildings Scenario Definition). Consequently, it would be of advan-
tage for the generic user interface if it were able to connect to different communities and
display the various average energy usages of the communities to users.
However, it is noteworthy that the widespread deployment of smart meters has serious
privacy implications since they inadvertently leak detailed information about household
activities (Molina-Markham et al. 2010). Therefore, while benefiting from the sharing of
smart meter data with a utility company or a community, residents are also at the risk
of exposing their privacy. To avoid this threat, smart meters should not transmit any
sensitive data such as customer names or addresses, but to some extent, it will involve
transmitting personal data through the use of a smart meter ID number, which can
be associated with a recipient (Zabkowski and Gajowniczek 2013). In addition, some
privacy-preserving smart metering protocols (e.g. the SMART-ER Protocol (Finster and
Baumgart 2014)) could also be used to prevent from privacy violation of residents.
Roles
In one of the deliverables, Smart Buildings “scenario” definition (ACCIONA: Smart Build-
ings Scenario Definition), from the FINSENY project (FINSENY), the home dweller
which represents all categories of persons who live in a home permanently is thought of
the only home domain actor. Even the authors point out, however, that distinctions can be
made for more specialized roles/actors. In fact, the circumstances in a household build-
ing could be more complex than only having the role of home dwellers, who permanently
live in the building. There are many conditions in which more than one role are needed
to be dealt with. Some of them can be seen from the following exemplary scenarios.
Scenario 1: One family lives in a building and the father does not want his children to
control devices at home via the user interface since they are too young to rationally use the
devices.
Scenario 2: The homeowner is not comfortable if visitors can see all the energy data in his
building, so he wants to restrict the amount of information displayed on the user interface.
Scenario 3: The homeowner owns the appliances in a building but he is not living in
the building. Instead, he rents the rooms out to different tenants who do not want the
homeowner to track their energy use, in consideration of privacy protection.
Scenario 4: The homeowner owns the appliances in a building and he is living in the
building, but he rents the other rooms, which he does not need, to other tenants. So he can
monitor his own energy use in the building through the user interface which is the same as
the other tenants. But he is also able to view more global energy use in the building since he
is the one to pay the energy bill.
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There could be more complex scenarios, but even for the aforementioned simple sce-
narios, one role is not enough to meet the needs. In order to address the challenges
brought by various scenarios, in this article, the users of the generic user interface are
classified into three roles: the administrator, the operator and the resident. Figure 2 shows
the relationship between these three roles.
The administrator is in charge of the configuration of a building, e.g. assign rooms
to the virtual building within the user interface and devices to corresponding rooms.
The resident is the role ascribed to users who are living in the building and use the
appliances on a daily basis. The operator is the role held by the one who needs to pay
the energy bills for the building. Besides this, he is also responsible for managing resi-
dents in the building, which means that the accounts for different resident roles in the
user interface are created by the operator. He can also limit the residents’ access to
household devices by assigning residents with different permissions for the use of differ-
ent devices. Each permission consists of two parts. One part refers to the devices that
the residents have the right to access and the other part indicates the corresponding
operations that residents are permitted to use in these devices. There are the follow-
ing four kinds of operations which can be used to restrict the residents’ access to
devices:
• View Device General Information. This operation allows residents to view general
global information about the device. This information is usually static or not updated
frequently, for example, the location of the device in a building, the time that the
device was purchased, or some other factory information about the device.
• View Device Channel Information. The household devices in this article are
considered to be made up of one or more so-called channels. A channel refers to an
independent component of a device which can provide a certain function. A detailed
description of channels can be found in the next section. This operation allows
residents to view information about device channels which are usually dynamically
changing, such as running states and power values, etc.
• Control Device. This operation allows residents to remotely control devices (e.g.
switching on or off devices) via the generic user interface in order to realize different
kinds of home automation.
Fig. 2 The three user roles of the generic user interface for building operating systems in smart homes
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• Set Degree of Freedom. The degree of freedom of household devices refers to the
time interval within which the devices can be re-scheduled (Paetz et al. 2011). The
working schedules of some white goods, e.g. washing machine or dishwasher, can be
shifted either backward or forward within certain limits. With this operation, the
residents can define these limits by specifying the time interval for running the
devices on the generic user interface.
The scope of the permissions for the aforementioned operations is progressively
increased (cf. Fig. 3). If one can view device channel information, it implies he can also
view device general information. If one has the permission to control the device then he
can view both general information and channel information of the device. Similarly, the
permission of Set Degree of Freedom covers the rest of operation permissions.
Under the condition that the operator is also living in the building as one of the res-
idents, he can authorize himself to be a resident, which implies that he is given the
possibility to assign himself permissions to access all the devices in the building by virtue
of his privileges. To prevent the operator from misusing his privileges, the information
concerning which users have the rights to access a device and what operations they are
allowed to execute should be transparent to every resident for each device in the building.
In this way, residents will be able to detect any invasive use or unauthorized monitoring
of their devices.
The design ideas of the roles in this article were inspired by Role-Based Access Control
Models (Sandhu et al. 1996), where the author defined a family of four conceptual
models for various dimensions of Role-Based Access Control (RBAC). The models in
Sandhu et al. (1996) have a common assumption that there is a single security officer who
is the only one authorized to manage RBAC. However, the context of household buildings
should be different. It is not reasonable to have such a chief security officer for the sake
of personal privacy protection. Only the people, who reside in the building, should have
permissions to access the devices in the building. Even the operator, who is responsible
for paying the energy costs in the building, is denied access of the devices by the generic
user interface, if he does not live in the building. The administrator and the operator are
two independent roles, whose permissions are neither mutually exclusive nor inherited.
Under certain circumstances, they could represent two different parties. It is also possi-
ble for one person to have the two roles at the same time. In this case, it means there is
Fig. 3 The permission hierarchy of the four operations for devices
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no role differentiation in a building, which is the normal situation in many households.
Although the most common role in a household building is the resident, this does not
cause much overhead to include the roles of administrator and operator in the design, and
on the other hand, the addition of different roles is even necessary since they are needed
in some special situations.
Data models
As the central part of the architecture of the generic user interface for building operating
systems (cf. Fig. 1), flexible data models play a decisive role in making the user interface
“generic”. It is not challenging to design data models for specific devices in a certain build-
ing, which is the case in Becker et al. (2012). The problem of these data models is that
they are not flexible to extend to other buildings. EF-Pi (EF-Pi) and OGEMA (OGEMA)
do not even provide data models to their user interface. They leave the tasks to their
application designers. In openHAB, the functionalities that are used by its user interfaces
and automation logic are abstracted into so-called Items (OpenHAB Items). The way of
abstraction in openHAB is generic but since openHAB is designed for home automa-
tion solutions, its range of application is only limited to devices with simple functions,
e.g. lights, players, roller shutters, etc. Complicated devices like washing machines, which
can be assigned a degree of freedom, or a micro combined heat and power unit (μCHP),
which consists of different components are not supported by openHAB. Another prob-
lem for openHAB is that the designer of its user interfaces needs to know how the Items
are defined in the openHAB instance, whichmeans, the development of the user interface
is dependent on the definition of the system instance. Similarly, with the aim to visualize
KNX home automation systems, the data models provided by smartVISU (SmartVISU b)
only cover five sorts of devices.
In this article, a generic data model for devices in household buildings is designed in the
scope of the generic user interface. Its UML class diagram is shown in Fig. 4. The class
HouseholdDevice is derived from the Device class, which consists of basic information
about a device, e.g. a device identifier, a name and a list of device factory information.
In addition to the attributes inherited from its base class, the class HouseholdDevice has
an attribute “deviceImage”, which records the address of the device image in the web
server.
To be able to display across-the-board information for all kinds of devices, including
some large complicated ones, the household devices are considered to be made up of one
or more channels. A channel, in this article, refers to a functional component of a device.
Most household devices, e.g. lights and televisions, provide a single function, so they have
only one channel, which can display devices’ working states, power use, or some other
information on the generic user interface. Some devices are more complex so that they
need more than one channel to display their full information. For instance, the dual-temp
refrigerator can be considered to contain two channels, which correspond to its refrig-
erator and freezer compartments, respectively. Another example is the μCHP, where a
boiler and a small power plant are combined in a single durable device, so the boiler and
the power engine are abstracted to two channels for theμCHP. Sometimes the μCHP can
be extended with an electrically driven heating coil as an alternative actuator to produce
heat. In this case, a third channel is needed to represent the heating coil. In the House-
holdDevice model, the attribute “deviceChannels” is the collection of all channels about
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Fig. 4 The UML class diagram of the household device model
the device. The information about a channel (channelInfo) are put into a list of Informa-
tion objects. Each object consists of an information name, an information value and a
unit about the information. For instance, one information about the boiler channel of a
μCHP could be described as “infoName: top temperature, infoValue: 69.5, unit: °C”. The
information are provided by the underlying building operating systems and further will
be displayed on the generic user interface.
Besides information about the device channels, there is some globally general informa-
tion about the device which is not specific to a single channel, e.g. the location of the
device and the list of residents who are allowed to access the device, etc. This general
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information about the device is covered by the field of “deviceGeneralInfo”, which also
consists of a list of Information objects, the same as channelInfo.
In order to facilitate the classification of devices on the generic user interface, the con-
sumed and generated energy types (electricity, gas, heat and cold) are covered by the fields
of “consumedEnergyTypes” and “generatedEnergyTypes”, respectively.
In addition to displaying information about the device on the generic user interface,
the HouseholdDevice data model provides means to interact with devices. For devices
having a degree of freedom, their allowed starting time and required end time, which is
specified by residents on the user interface, are covered by the field of “deviceDoFInfo”.
Except for sensors, most of the household devices provide one or more functions that
can be controlled by residents. Every function unit is abstracted into a so-called Device-
Controller, therefore the HouseholdDevice model contains a list of device controllers.
For example, some multifunctional air conditioners can regulate and control the temper-
ature, humidity and cleanliness of the air, therefore, in this case, each of the functions
provided by the air conditioners corresponds to a DeviceController that contains a list of
DeviceActions. Each DeviceAction has aWidget (e.g. button, switch, slider, etc.) and a list
of DeviceCommand relating to the Widget. The DeviceCommand records what a com-
mand (commandString) will be sent to the building operating system in what state of the
Widget (widgetState). When the state of the Widget is changed by residents, the generic
user interface will find the corresponding command string according to the widget state
and send it to the building operating system so as to realize the control of the device.
A household building in this article is considered to have one or more floors. A sin-
gle apartment is regarded as a building having one floor which is the apartment itself.
Figure 5 shows the UML class diagram of the floor model. The floor model represents the
global configuration of a building, therefore it will be managed by the administrator via
the generic user interface.
A Floor is made up of a list of Locations (e.g. rooms or hallway). Each Location has a
name and a list of household devices, whose data model is shown in Fig. 4. Besides this,
in order to give users an intuitive and overall overview of the devices in their building,
one of the design concepts of the generic user interface in this article is to display the
users’ household devices on the floor plans of their building. A FloorPlan class (Fig. 5) is
designed for this purpose. The floor plans of a building on the generic user interface are
represented in the form of images. The FloorPlan class defines a group of basic attributes
pertaining to a floor plan image, including address, width, height and scale of the floor
plan image. Another attribute of the FloorPlan class is a list of devices that are placed on
the floor plan by the administrator. The images of the household devices in a building can
be placed in corresponding positions on its floor plan according to the actual location
of the devices in the building. The devices on the floor plan are abstracted into a class
named DeviceOnFloorPlan which contains attributes of the device images that are on the
floor plan, such as their coordinates, width and height. Furthermore, each device on a
floor plan is associated with a particular household device in the building so that detailed
information about the device and the executable controls over the device is achievable.
As one of the basic use cases in the context of smart homes, simple home automa-
tion, such as changing the state of a specific device (e.g. switching a light on or off ),
can be implemented based on the HouseholdDevice model (cf. Fig. 4). In a smart home,
the generic user interface is supposed to enable residents to realize advanced home
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Fig. 5 The UML class diagram of the floor model
automation. For instance, the generic user interface enables residents to create various
scenes in their building according to their needs. The class diagram of the scenes is shown
in Fig. 6.
A scene is owned by a resident who created it on the generic user interface. The resi-
dent can add devices, which they have permissions to control, to the scene. A device that
has been added to the scene is presented by the class DeviceInScene which is associated
with a household device. If a household device is controllable, its data model Household-
Device will contain one or more DeviceController members. A DeviceController further
has one or more DeviceAction members. Each of them contains a widget and a list of
DeviceCommand instances which consist of different widget states and their correspond-
ing command strings that need to be sent to the building operating system in order to
control devices to reach the states in reality.
On the generic user interface, the resident can specify the target states for the devices
in the scene, which together with their command strings will be saved by a list of Tar-
getStateAndCmd instances (i.e., targetStatesAndCmds). The TargetStateAndCmd class
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Fig. 6 The UML class diagram of the scene model
contains the identifier of the DeviceController instance (i.e., controllerName) of the
household device, the identifier of the DeviceAction instance in that DeviceController
(i.e., actionName) and the identifier of the DeviceCommand instance in the DeviceAc-
tion. Through these three identifiers, the generic user interface can easily find the device’s
target state, that has been set by the resident, and the corresponding command string,
that needs to be sent to the building operating system, by accessing the HouseholdDevice
model.
When a resident triggers a scene that he has created, the generic user interface will
traverse a list of TargetStateAndCmd instances for every device that has been added to
the scene and get the command string for the target state of the device. It will send this to
the underlying building operating system which will translate it into specific instructions
and further send these to the device in a building so as to control the device to reach the
desired target state. The detailed process of adding and triggering a scene can be found in
Fig. 7.
One of the most important features that the generic user interface is supposed to pro-
vide residents with a holistic and intuitive overview of the current energy use in their
building. Current user interfaces for building operating systems basically organise the
household devices on the basis of their locations in the building. There is no doubt that
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Fig. 7 The sequence diagram of adding and triggering a scene
organising devices in this way is logical and intuitive for residents to find devices. How-
ever, it is not an intuitive way for residents to get a whole picture of the energy use in their
building since the different kinds of devices that are running are scattered in many places.
Thanks to the household device model (cf. Fig. 4), which contains consumed energy types
and generated energy types as its attributes, the generic user interface is able to provide
a different perspective (cf. Fig. 8) to organize devices in order to help residents to know
what is going on in their building.
The in-house energy overview provided by the generic user interface is classified in
multiple levels which are organized into a tree structure. The first level is based on the
energy types, which include electricity, heat, cold, gas and water. Under each energy type
is the second level which consists of various running modes of the different devices for
this energy type. For instance, under the energy type of electricity, the devices are clas-
sified into three types: power consumption (e.g. lights, TVs, etc.), power generation (e.g.
photovoltaic panels) and storage (e.g. batteries). The third level refers to either devices or
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Fig. 8 The data structure of energy overview provided by the generic user interface
device groups which are a group of devices defined by residents according to their pref-
erences. The members of device groups could be devices or nested device groups. For
example, a light group can be defined to contain all of the lights in the building. Within
the light group, a nested group named “living room” can be further defined to contain all
the lights in the living room.
By fragmenting the whole “level” of the energy use in a building into different levels, it
is on the one hand straightforward for residents to get a clear picture of the global energy
flows in their building. On the other hand, the tree-structured organization provides a
generic and scalable way of displaying the devices in a building. Adding or removing a
device is equivalent to adding or deleting a leaf node from the energy overview tree.
Functional components
Based on the requirements of the generic user interface for building operating systems,
this section introduces the detailed functional components (cf. Fig. 9) that are supported
by the generic user interface.
As described in the previous section, three roles are created for various responsibilities
in the household building, namely, the administrator, the operator and the resident. The
administrator is responsible for configuring the building by adding floors to the building
and adding locations to the floors, assigning devices to appropriate locations, upload-
ing floor plans for the building and adding devices to corresponding floor plans. After
the configuration is complete, the generic user interface is ready to be accessed by the
operator and the resident.
The operator is responsible for managing residents and paying energy bills in the build-
ing. He can assign different permissions for different residents, which means that the
residents can be restricted to use certain devices with only authorized operations. Since
the operator needs to pay the energy bills, besides checking the invoices sent from the
utility company on the generic user interface, he can also set optimization goals for the
building, e.g. minimizing the energy costs, energy consumption and CO2 emissions, or
maximizing energy consumption from renewables, etc. It is reasonable for the operator to
set multiple (even conflicting) optimization goals by having him specify weights for dif-
ferent goals. The building operating system is supposed to balance these goals and define
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Fig. 9 The functional components of the generic user interface for building operating systems
a fairly well trade-off between competing goals. In order to get a better view of the energy
use in the building, the operator can check the building’s energy consumption and gen-
eration history by taking electricity prices and load limits as reference. What is more, the
operator can choose to join some “communities” to exchange information, or involve in
gamification and statistic calculation. In return for sharing some of the energy data in the
building with communities, he can compare the energy use as well as the utilization of
devices in his building with the corresponding statistical average values of the other build-
ings in the community. The per capita power consumption or generation in a building
could be used for comparing the energy use in a community. The devices in a building can
be compared according to different aspects, such as average power use per person, aver-
age cost per person, average power use per usage, and average cost per usage, etc. After a
comparison such as this, the operator will be able to not only become aware of the state
of the overall energy use in his building but also notice whether a particular device in his
building is being utilized appropriately by the residents or whether devices in his building
are energy efficient when compared to those of other buildings in a community.
The residents, who are living in the building, can view the real time energy data as well
as the predicted energy data in the building. As for the historical energy information, res-
idents can view both their personal historical energy use and historical data for a specific
device. Besides, they can configure the next drive for the electric vehicle and set degrees of
freedom for devices. In addition to basic home automation, the generic user interface sup-
ports residents to execute advanced home automation which makes possible to execute
multiple actions at specific time, location, or event to manage the building in a smart way.
Firstly, it allows residents to customize their own device groups. For instance, residents
can group all the lights in a building to one light group, so that they can control all the
lights by sending commands to the group. Additionally, a resident can create different
scenes according to his needs. He can add devices to a scene and specify target states for
the devices via the generic user interface. After completing the configuration, the scene
can be triggered any time by the resident. Furthermore, the generic user interface provides
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a calendar service which plays an important role in energy optimization in the building.
The residents’ schedule information, marked on the calendar, can be used as auxiliary
information for the building operation system to do optimization. From the residents’
perspective, the calendar service enables them to realize advanced home automation by
adding calendar events. For example, a resident can add an event on the calendar to roll
up the blinds in the building in the morning and roll down them in the evening for a
specific day or repeating it every day. Another example is having a party which is a more
complicated event. To this end, on the calendar, the resident, on the one hand, can set
parameters (e.g. temperature or humidity) for the location where the event will take place.
On the other hand, he can select the devices that are needed for the event and set target
states for the devices. The generic user interface, together with the building operating
system, are supposed to take care of the event on the calendar and make sure the settings
will be met when the event begins.
In terms of the system as a whole, the generic user interface provides authorization,
role-based access control and identity verification to ensure security and privacy. More-
over, it provides multilingual support and layout management to ensure a good user
experience.
Implementation
Based on the design in the previous section, a prototype of the generic user interface has
been implemented and applied to a building operating system, the Organic Smart Home
(OSH) (Allerding and Schmeck 2011), which is based on the Observer/Controller archi-
tecture in Organic Computing (Schmeck 2005). With the aid of evolutionary algorithms,
the OSH optimizes the schedule of appliances so as to minimize energy costs for resi-
dents. Since 2009, the OSH has been deployed at the Energy Smart Home Lab (ESHL)
(The Energy Smart Home Lab at KIT) of the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT).
Generally speaking, the appliances in the ESHL can be classified into intelligent appli-
ances and non-intelligent appliances. The intelligent appliances, which are mainly located
in the kitchen of the ESHL, are from the German home appliance manufacturer, Miele.
These appliances are connected to a Miele@Home gateway, which enables the Miele
appliances to be networked together and to be monitored and controlled intelligently. As
for the non-intelligent appliances, a so-called Wago box, a product from a German com-
pany named Wago, has been installed in the ESHL. The Wago box is able to, on the one
hand, monitor the power consumption of every electrical consumer as well as each power
socket in the ESHL and, on the other hand, control the state of appliances so as to realize
home automation.
The prototype of the user interface that has been implemented is named BOS UI, which
is short for Building Operating System User Interface. The communication among the
BOS UI, the OSH, and the devices in the ESHL is achieved via a WAMP router. The
relationship and the communication between these components is shown in Fig. 10.
The dotted box in Fig. 10 illustrates the communication mechanism between the OSH
and the devices in the ESHL. It is implemented by means of the Web Application Mes-
saging Protocol (WAMP) (The WAMP Protocol), which is an open standard WebSocket
subprotocol that provides two application messaging patterns in one unified protocol:
Remote Procedure Calls (RPC) and Publish & Subscribe (PubSub). The OSH is using a
WAMP router as a massage bus to communicate with the devices in the ESHL. Within
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Fig. 10 The communication between the BOS UI, the OSH, the devices in the ESHL via a WAMP router
the WAMP router, two components, a Dealer and a Broker, are used as intermediaries to
route PubSub events and RPC calls between the OSH and the devices in the ESHL. The
Broker keeps a book of subscriptions so that it will forward the updated data of differ-
ent topics to the OSH. Similarly to the Broker’s role to PubSub, the Dealer keeps track of
the procedures that have been registered in the WAMP Router, so the OSH can call the
registered remote procedures from Dealer which will help to invoke the procedures. The
measurement data from the Wago box and the Miele@Home gateway is published as dif-
ferent topics to the WAMP router. In addition, some other topics, such as price signals
topic and weather forecast topic, are also published to the WAMP router regularly. The
data provided by these topics can be shared with the OSH and the BOS UI by subscribing
to corresponding topics of interest.
In order to apply the BOS UI to the ESHL, three more components have been added to
the current system in the ESHL.
• TheWAMP Client/HTTP Server is a component that includes two functions. On
the one hand, it acts as a WAMP client which communicates directly with the
WAMP Router to access real-time changing data (e.g. power values of devices) in the
ESHL by making subscriptions, publishing new topics and registering remote
procedures to the WAMP Router. The BOS UI will subscribe the topics and call the
procedures to access real-time data in the ESHL from the WAMP router. On the
other hand, it acts as an HTTP Server for the RESTful Web Services, which are called
by the BOS UI in order to retrieve the information in the ESHL that are not updated
frequently (e.g. building configurations).
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• The Adapter receives data from the WAMP client as the input and converts them
into the standard data models (cf. “Design” section) consumed by the BOS UI as the
output.
• The DynamicServiceProvider provides all kinds of integrated services for the BOS
UI by collecting the dynamic data from the WAMP client, such as varying power
values of devices, and converting them into standard data models with the help of the
Adapter. These services will be used by the WAMP client to publish new topics or
register new procedures to the WAMP Router.
With the aid of the aforementioned components, the BOS UI is able to communicate
with the OSH and the devices in the ESHL. As for dynamically updated data (e.g. device
states) or various historical energy data of the ESHL, the BOS UI can retrieve them by
either subscribing to certain topics which have been published to the WAMP router or
calling the remote procedures that have been registered in theWAMP router. For the data
which are not updated dynamically or frequently in the ESHL, they can be accessed and
updated by the BOS UI by means of a number of RESTful Web Services.
The BOS UI is developed on the basis of Fuse (Fuse), which is an AngularJS tem-
plate that uses Angular Material library. AngularJS Material is both a UI Component
framework and a reference implementation of Google’s Material Design Specification
(AngularJS Material). Benefiting from these technologies, on the one hand, the BOS UI is
equipped with a responsive layout that can adapt to screens with different sizes. On the
other hand, it is capable of producing a rich and compelling visual experience for users.
In view of the fact that the users of BOS UI are classified into three roles, namely, the
administrator, the operator and the resident, the BOS UI also takes on three different
views for these three roles.
The major responsibility of the administrator is to configure the building. The user
interface for the administrator (cf. Fig. 11) consists of three menu items. The first item
is “Manage Locations”, where the Administrator can add floors to the building and
define locations for the floors. The second menu item is “Assign Device to Floor”, where
the administrator can assign the devices in the building to proper locations that have
been defined in the first menu item. The last menu item is “Add Device to Floor Plan”
Fig. 11 BOS UI for the role of Administrator
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(cf. Fig. 11). Under this menu item, the administrator can upload floor plan images for the
floors that have been added in the first menu item. The device panel on the right shows all
of the devices that have not been added to the floor plan. The device images on this device
panel can be dragged to the positions on the floor plan corresponding to their physical
locations in the building. The size of the devices on the floor plan can also be changed
by dragging any of the four round circles around the devices. After the configuration, the
floor plan and all the devices on it can be accessed by the residents in their views.
For the operator, the BOS UI provides options for him to manage residents in a build-
ing. To add a resident to a building, he needs three steps to complete the operation. Firstly,
he needs to specify the resident’s personal information including username, initial pass-
word, phone number, email, etc. The second step is to assign permissions to the resident.
Every permission consists of a list of devices that are allowed to be used by the resi-
dent and permissible operations of these devices. The available operations include “View
Device General Information”, “View Device Channel Information”, “Control Device”, and
“Set Degree of Freedom”. The last step is to review all the information that have been set
in the last two steps and submit the information to the server in order to create an account
for the resident.
Besides this, since the operator is responsible for paying energy bills in a building, he
can set optimization goals for the building. In the BOSUI, four optimization goals are cur-
rently provided. They are Minimal Costs, Minimal Energy Consumption, Minimal CO2
Emissions and Maximal Self-consumption of Renewable Generation. Each of the goals is
presented with a slider, with which the operator can set weight (within the range of 0 to 1)
for the goal to indicate its relative importance. The competing goals set by the operator is
supposed to be balanced according to their weights by using multi-objective optimization
methods in the building operating system. It is noteworthy that the optimization goals
formulated in this article are neither predefined nor achieved by the BOS UI. Rather than
the BOS UI, it is a building operating system that supports a list of optimization goals,
and that makes the achievement of these goals transparent to the household residents.
Optimization of in-house energy consumption itself has to be realized by combining the
optimization algorithm used in the building operating system and the residents through
adapting their behavior according to the BOI UI suggestions. As a user interface, the BOS
UI is only displaying the goals provided by the building operating system, which further
justifies the requirement that the BOS UI is not coupled with a specific building operating
system.
In order to get a clear view about the building’s energy use in the past, the BOS UI
enables the operator to check the energy history of the building (cf. Fig. 12). On the BOS
UI, the operator can specify a starting time and an end time for the history. The his-
torical data, that can be viewed, include Building Power Consumption, Building Power
Generation, Building Net Power Use, Electricity Price, Load limit, PV Feed-in Price and
μCHP Feed-in Price. The operator can decide to display or not display some of the data
by checking or unchecking the corresponding options on the top of the selection panel.
A novel feature that has been implemented in the BOS UI for the first time (to our best
knowledge) is the integration of community services, which so far has only been come up
as a concept in some research articles (e.g. (ACCIONA: Smart Buildings Scenario Defini-
tion)). Since this feature is currently not supported by the OSH, communities in the BOS
UI are a preliminary design feature which makes provision for the future. Via the BOS
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Fig. 12 BOS UI: the energy history of the ESHL
UI, the operator is able to have an overview about the communities that he has joined
and not joined. The basic information about a community are predefined by the BOS UI,
e.g. building types which are part of the community (residential building, office building,
industrial building, or commercial building) and building numbers for each type of build-
ing in the community. Some more detailed information that might be beneficial to the
operator to get a clearer view about the community could be provided by the community
service provider. By joining a community, the operator is able to use the services provided
by the community, e.g. comparing the energy consumption in his building with the aver-
age value in the community. To this end, he is supposed to agree to share the meter data
in his building with the communities. Considering the privacy concerns, the operator can
set the time granularity (15 min, 30 min, 1 h or two hours in the current version of the
BOS UI) for the smart meter in the building to deliver the load profiles to the commu-
nity. After joining a community, the building is, by default, first of all disconnected from
the community, i.e., the building will not start transferring the meter data at the specified
interval to the community until the operator manually connects the building to the com-
munity. Over and above this, the operator can choose to disconnect from the community
at any time or to even ‘quit’ the community.
The benefits joining a community are reflected in two aspects in the BOS UI. Firstly,
the operator can compare the energy use in the building with the community for a certain
month. The content of the comparison is classified into four types: Energy Consumption
in the Building, Energy Generation in the Building, Net Energy Use in the Building and
Greenhouse Gas Emission in the Building. Each type of the content can, in the current
version of the BOS UI, be compared by means of using one of the following two modes,
namely, Per Person or Per SquareMeter. For instance, the operator can choose to compare
the average energy consumption per person in his building in December 2017 with other
same type buildings in a community named “Community_1”. The comparison report
(cf. Fig. 13) illustrates the average energy consumption per person (KWH/person) and the
average energy cost per person (Euro/person) of the building and the counterparts in the
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Fig. 13 BOS UI: building energy comparison in a community
community along with the building’s corresponding rankings in the community. Addi-
tionally, the two bar charts in the report display the number of buildings that consumed
the same averages of energy consumption per person (KWH/person) and the number of
buildings that spent the same averages of energy cost per person (Euro/person) in the
community, respectively. The report can be downloaded in the form of a PDF file or can
be shared on various popular social networks (e.g. Facebook, Twitter, etc.) by the operator.
In addition to the energy comparison relating to the whole building, the operator can
also choose to compare the energy use of a specific device in his building with data from
other buildings in a community. On the BOS UI, a device in a building can currently
be compared in one of the following four modes: Power Use Per Person (KWH/person),
Energy Cost Per Person (Euro/person), Power Use Per Usage (KWH/usage) and Energy
Cost Per Usage (Euro/usage). By utilizing the comparison capability of the BOS UI, the
operator can analyze the energy efficiency of devices in his building or whether they are
used by the residents in the building in a proper way when compared with the devices of
the same type in a community.
Furthermore, the BOS UI is able to collect the invoices which were sent regularly by
the utility company and show them to the operator. Various other utility functions of this
type could be implemented in a future version of the BOS UI.
For the resident role, which represents the users living in the building and using the
devices on a daily basis, the BOS UI provides holistic and intuitive views to visualize
their energy use as well as various functionalities to facilitate advanced home automation.
Figure 14 shows the energy overview page of the BOS UI for the role of resident, which
consists of two parts, namely, a main panel in the middle and a side panel on the right.
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Fig. 14 BOS UI: real-time energy overview
On the top of the main panel (middle), there are five tree-map widgets of different col-
ors, which display the devices that are consuming power, the devices that are generating
power, the devices that are generating heat, the devices that are generating cold and the
devices that are consuming gas, respectively. This tree-map is the implementation of the
design of the data structure for energy overview described in the previous section. The
tree-map is organized into the tree structure. It consists of a number of tiles which are
equivalent to the nodes of a tree. Each tile represents a device group or a device in the
building. The advantage of using the tree-map widget is that the size of each tile can be set
to be proportional to the amount of energy that the corresponding device is consuming
or producing, so that residents can intuitively identify which devices are comparatively
bigger energy consumers or generators. When the mouse hovers over a tile, some infor-
mation about the device (e.g. power and location,etc.) will be displayed. When the mouse
hovers over a tile, some basic information about the device (e.g. power and location, etc.)
is displayed. By clicking on a tile, residents can view the detailed information about the
device and control it. Device groups are presented as a group of tiles that are integrated
together and can be spread out or folded up by clicking on the tiles in the group. Because
the tree-map widgets are composed of a number of dynamically resizable tiles, they can
give residents a holistic and clear view of the energy use of the different devices in their
building.
Below the tree-map widgets on the main panel, there is a chart which shows the tariff
(including external electricity price, PV feed-in price and μCHP feed-in price) and load
limit (including load upper limit and load lower limit) signals for the next twenty-four
hours. The predicted signals coming from the Distribution System Operator (DSO) and
the energy provider are to help residents to rationally improve their use of the devices in
their building with regard to energy efficiency, load shifting, etc.
The widgets in the main panel (middle) are flexible so that residents can change their
size and/or move them to different positions according to personal preferences. For
instance, Fig. 15 a different layout in which the widgets have been resized and organized
in a different manner, to allow for different preferences of residents.
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Fig. 15 BOS UI: resized and rearranged widgets for the energy overview
Next to the main panel in the middle of the energy overview page is a side panel, which
displays some real-time auxiliary information, including the current energy prices (i.e.,
external electricity price, gas price, PV feed-in price and μCHP feed-in price), the tech-
nical parameters in the building (i.e., voltage and frequency), the current direction of the
building’s energy flow and the global power use information of the building. Since the
energy prices and technical parameters in the building are continuously changing, this
data is presented as gauges, similar to the speedometer gauges for cars. The gauges on the
BOS UI are combined with different colors in order to indicate different price levels and
security information concerning the power use in the building. This makes it more intu-
itive for residents to understand the meaning behind the numbers quickly, so that they
will be able to adjust their behavior in time and thus enable a quick response on their part.
Below the gauges in the side panel, residents can view the current energy flow of the
building, whose direction is either from the building to the power grid or the other way
around, depending on the relationship between the amount of energy that is being con-
sumed and the amount of the energy that is being generated in the building. The actual
relationship is illustrated by the bar-chart widget at the bottom of the side panel. From
this widget, residents can determine exactly the global power consumption/generation in
their building. The orange bar above the X-axis represents the current power consump-
tion in the building, and the green bar under the X-axis represents the current power
generation in the building. The third bar on the right represents the net power use in the
building, which also determines the direction of the energy flow.
The daily life of residents is driven by the use of household devices. Therefore, the BOS
UI provides residents with different perspectives for viewing and controlling the devices
in their building in order to achieve home automation in a more user-friendly way. One
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perspective is to display devices based on a floor plan. The BOS UI is initially configured
by the administrator who is responsible for uploading floor plans for the floors of the
building and placing devices on the corresponding floor plans according to their physical
location in the building. After the configuration is complete, residents can see the floor
plan with their devices (cf. Fig. 16) in their views after logging into the BOS UI.
Since the operator assigns residents with different permissions for accessing devices,
only those devices that the residents have been given permissions to access will be visible
on the floor plan. In accordance with the design of the Floor model (cf. Fig. 5) described
in the previous section, every device on the floor plan is surrounded by four small circles,
whose color indicates the current running state of the device. The four colors used by the
BOS UI together with their corresponding meanings are:
• Gray: the device is off and its power consumption is zero.
• Yellow: the device is idle or standby and consuming very little power (which is
usually only a few Watts).
• Orange: the device is running and consuming power.
• Green: the device is generating electricity.
By rendering devices to different colors on the floor plan, it is supposed to be intuitive
for residents to get a clear and holistic overview about the working states of the devices in
their building. Additionally, the devices on the floor plan can be controlled by clicking on
them. Figure 17 shows the pop-up dialog box when clicking on the washing machine on
the floor plan. In addition to looking at the basic information of the washingmachine, res-
idents can also set its degree of freedom by specifying the allowed start time and required
end time for their laundry. Besides, a “Turn On” button is also available in order to give
residents full control to turn on the washingmachine any time they want. All the informa-
tion displayed in the dialog box come from the building operating system, which provides
these information by instantiating the generic household device class (cf. Fig. 4). The BOS
Fig. 16 BOS UI: devices overview based on a floor plan
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Fig. 17 BOS UI: detailed information of a washing machine
UI does not define the content of the dialog box for the device. Instead, it just traverses the
device’s instance object provided by the building operating system and then displays the
attributes and their corresponding values to the dialog box, which ensures the generality
and scalability of the user interface.
In addition to displaying devices on the floor plan, the BOS UI allows residents to view
their devices in the form of a device list from different angles, e.g. locations, energy types,
customized device groups etc. The variousmodes of viewing devices provided by the BOS
UI give residents with different preferences multiple choices to get a quick overview about
energy use of the devices in their building.
Home automation is the foundation of smart home/building. The BOS UI not only
implements the basic automation, which facilitates residents to control devices individ-
ually, but also supports different aspects of advanced home automation, namely, device
groups, scenes and calendar events. Firstly, the BOS UI allows residents to customize
their own device groups. By combining a number of devices into one group, residents are
able to have a centralized control over the devices in the group. Figure 18 shows two cus-
tomized device groups in the BOS UI, which contain some blinds and lights, respectively.
The devices in the group can either be controlled separately by clicking on the corre-
sponding items in the group panel or can be controlled together as one, by clicking on the
group menu on which a global controller is provided to set a state for the entire group of
devices.
The second way that BOS UI implements advanced home automation is based on
scenes. In the general context of home automation, a scene is a defined set of states of
one or more home devices, and an example of such a scene could be a night scene, which
turns on all the indoor lights (SmartVISU a). After being created, scenes can be triggered
by users whenever they need. On the BOS UI, residents are able to create different scenes
according to their needs and configure corresponding target states for the devices in the
scenes. Thanks to the flexible design of the household device model (cf. Fig. 4), the BOS
UI is able to extract the available actions for the devices in the scene and show the widgets
about the actions for residents so that they can specify the target states for the devices.
The command strings corresponding to the target states of the devices will be saved by the
BOSUI.When the resident triggers a scene, the BOSUI will iterate through the devices in
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Fig. 18 BOS UI: customized device groups
the scene, obtain the command strings for their target states and send them to the build-
ing operating system so as to realize the control over the devices in the scene. Figure 19
illustrates an exemplary scene named “Sleep”. Five devices, including two lights whose tar-
get state is off, two blinds whose target state is 100% closed, and an air conditioner whose
target temperature is 23 °C have been added to this scene. The target states of the devices
are specified by manipulating the widgets in the column of “Available Actions”. The scenes
that have been created can be triggered at any time by the resident.
Apart from device groups and scenes, the BOS UI integrates a calendar component,
which provides not only basic calendar functions but also allows residents to add some
events for the building to facilitate advanced home automation. The calendar events can
be added by configuring devices or locations or both of them. Figure 20 shows the dialog
box for adding a calendar event, which has been divided into four parts: the title of the
event, the configuration for the event start, the configuration for the event end and the
repeat mode. In order to add an event for the building, the resident firstly needs to give a
title for the event and specify a start time. After that, he can choose to set locations or set
devices for the event. By setting locations, he can select a location in the building where
the event will take place and configure the temperature and/or humidity for the location.
Besides, he can also set devices for the event by specifying target states of certain devices
which are propitious to the event. After the configuration for the event start, the resident
may configure states of the location and/or devices at the end of the event. Finally, the
repetition of the event can be configured. One-off events, which will happen only once,
can be set not to repeat. If the events are expected to be repeated, a repetition interval
(e.g. every day or every week) can be set for them over a period of time.
For example, the following two calendar events could be added to the BOS UI:
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Fig. 19 BOS UI: an exemplary scene
Fig. 20 BOS UI: the dialog box of adding a calendar event
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Calendar event 1: Blinds automation. At 8:00 am, open all the blinds in the building and
close them at 7:00 pm. Repeat the event every day from 01.02.2018 to 01.05.2018.
Calendar event 2: A meeting event. The event will be held in the meeting room from
4:00 pm - 5:00 pm, 01.03.2018. During the event, the temperature and the humidity of
the meeting room should be 22 °C and 60%, respectively. Switch on the lights and roll up
the blinds for the event. When the event is over, disable the settings of temperature and
humidity, switch off the lights and roll down the blinds in the room.
After configuration, the events will be marked on the particular building calendar of the
BOS UI, which will ensure that the devices in each event will reach their target states set
by the resident. The device and location settings defined by the resident will be sent by
the BOS UI to the building operating system so that they can be integrated into the global
energy optimization for the building.
In addition to normal household devices, the integration of electric vehicles (cf. Fig. 21)
is also supported by the BOS UI. With the ability of storing energy and bidirectional uti-
lization, an electric vehicle can connect to a building and be used by building operating
systems as controllable load or a mobile storage. This can only be done on the premise of
meeting the needs of the owner of the electric vehicle, therefore apart from displaying the
current charging state and some external signals, the BOSUI allows the owner of the elec-
tric vehicle to plan his next drive by specifying a few parameters, including the departure
date and time, the distance to travel for the next trip and the minimum range that has to
be guaranteed for the car to reach. The requirements specified by the resident has to be
respected by the building operating system. Together with Time-of-Use tariff, load limits
and the electric vehicle’s maximum charging power, they determine the charging flexibil-
ity for the electric vehicle. By exploiting the flexibility of charging demand, the building
operating system can devise a charging schedule for the electric vehicle as the result of
the optimization algorithm of in-house energy use supported by the building operating
system. Nevertheless, the BOS UI, can also control the electric vehicle to start charging
immediately without taking the optimization strategy of the building operating system
into account. The purpose of having this option on the BOS UI is to give residents a sense
of control over their electric vehicles.
Fig. 21 BOS UI: the page of electric vehicles
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Via the BOS UI, residents can not only control devices in a variety of ways but also
check the energy history in their building. Since the residents have different permissions
to access devices in the building, for the sake of privacy protection, the BOSUI allows res-
idents to view the history of their personal energy use as well as the energy use history of
a single device that they have permissions to use. Figure 22 illustrates a resident’s histor-
ical energy use of the coffee system in the ESHL on 26.01.2018. At the top of the display
is the selection panel, where the resident can choose a historical date, a device, that he is
allowed to use and a community, in which he would like to make comparisons. The device
history data consists of two parts. One part is the day’s overall data, and the other part
is the real-time energy consumption/generation diagram. The day’s overall data is com-
posed of the total energy data, i.e., power consumption/generation of the device in the
building on the selected day and its corresponding cost/profit, together with the average
energy consumption/generation and cost/profit of the same type of device in a commu-
nity, as well as the ranking of the data of this device in the community. Another part of the
device history is the real-time energy consumption/generation diagram, which illustrates
the real-time energy consumption or generation of the device during the day as well as
the corresponding external energy signals (including a load limit signal and an external
electricity price signal) that can be used as references for the use of the device.
In addition to checking the historical energy use of a single device, the resident is
also able to view the history of his personal energy use which is the sum of all the
power consumption/generation of the devices that he has permissions to use in the build-
ing. Similar to the energy history of a single device, the personal energy history is also
composed of two parts. One part is the resident’s overall energy use (including energy
consumption/generation and corresponding cost/profit along with their average values
of a community and the rankings in the community), and another part is the real-time
energy use (including external load limit and energy price signals) during the selected day.
Fig. 22 BOS UI: the historical energy use of a single device
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In order to provide guidance to residents for their future energy use, the BOS UI
supports residents in viewing the prediction of energy use in their building as well as
the external energy signals in the next 24 h (cf. Fig. 23). The available options about
the predicted energy use include the base load and the net load of the building, the
energy generation from the Photovoltaic and the energy generation/consumption from
the μCHP. The future external energy signals displayed on the BOS UI consist of the
external electricity price, the load limits (including both the load upper limit and the load
lower limit), and the electricity feed-in prices of the Photovoltaic and the μCHP, respec-
tively. In order to facilitate comparison, all these different types of predicted energy data
and the external signals are presented in one diagram, but the resident can choose to dis-
play or hide these items on the diagram by ‘checking’ or ‘unchecking’ the corresponding
options on the top panel.
What is more, the BOS UI provides residents with an operation log, which records
chronological documentation of how the devices in the building are controlled. Detailed
information includes the device name, the location of the device, the time that device was
operated, the command executed by the device, the operation mode and the executor of
the command for the device. In the BOS UI, there are five operation modes which are
defined as follows:
• Device operation: The device is directly controlled by a resident by sending a
command to it.
• Group operation: The device is indirectly controlled by a resident by sending a
command to a device group which includes the device.
• Scene trigger: The device is indirectly controlled by a resident by triggering a scene
which includes the device.
• Calendar event response: The device is controlled by the building operating system
in order to respond to a calendar event specified by the resident.
Fig. 23 BOS UI: energy prediction of the ESHL
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• System optimization: The device is controlled by the building operating system that
has defined the working schedule for the device in order to achieve a global
optimization of the building. This operation mode is only applicable to appliances
with a degree of freedom. The building operating system cannot change the working
schedules for devices with low/no a degree of freedom, e.g. televisions, lights etc.
since these devices can only be controlled by residents. Re-schedulable appliances
which can be controlled to a certain extent by the building operating system can be
classified into three categories according to the adjustable direction of their degree of
freedom. There are devices that can be re-scheduled bidirectionally on the timeline,
e.g. refrigerators, devices that can only be re-scheduled backward on the timeline, e.g.
hot-water boilers, and devices that can only be re-scheduled forward on the timeline,
e.g. washing machines.
The BOS UI is a web-based user interface which was implemented based on AngularJS
technologies, therefore, on the one hand, it can easily be accessed from any web browser
by entering its URL address. On the other hand, having responsive layouts enables the
BOS UI to adapt to different screen sizes. Figure 24 shows several screenshots of a tablet
which was used to access the BOS UI.
In order to further improve usability, the BOS UI provides users with a number of
global options which are helpful to facilitate user-friendliness. Firstly, in consideration of
rich functions covered by the BOS UI, a search service is available for users to quickly
find the desired information by entering keywords into a search box. As for items that
need to be accessed frequently, shortcuts can be generated on the top toolbar of the user
interface. Secondly, benefiting from the Angular Material and the Fuse framework, both
layouts and visual themes of the BOS UI are configurable. Users are allowed to choose
from available layouts and color schemes to get their personalized experience. Further-
more, the BOS UI provides users with a multilingual support so that they are able to
switch between different languages on-the-fly without needing to refresh the page. The
function is implemented by the aid of angular-translate which is an AngularJS module.
The languages that are currently supported by the BOS UI include English, German and
Chinese. Extending the BOS UI to support other languages can be achieved by introduc-
ing their corresponding translation files to the system. These language translation files
can be loaded asynchronously when users switch the display language for the BOS UI.
Fig. 24 The BOS UI on a tablet
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Evaluation
This section evaluates the design and usability of the BOS UI by way of a theoretical and
experimental analysis. It firstly evaluates the design of the BOS UI by checking to what
extent the BOS UI meets the proposed criteria for a generic user interface for building
operating systems. As for the functionality and usability, the BOS UI along with the orig-
inal user interface of the ESHL, namely, the ESHL GUI, are evaluated at the same time by
inviting test users to use both user interfaces and fill out questionnaires at the end.
Evaluation of the design
At the beginning of “Design” section, a set of requirements or criteria, that are con-
sidered necessary for any generic user interface for building operating systems, were
proposed. These requirements or criteria included remote reachability, responsiveness,
configurability, role management, flexibility and generality. Specifically, as described in
“Design” section, we refer to a set of common smart home related use cases (cf. Table 1)
in the review paper (Xu and Schmeck 2017) when discussing generality.
The aim of this section is to evaluate theoretically whether the BOS UI has met the
required criteria. As the BOS UI has been specifically designed to meet these require-
ments, we expect them to be met to a good extent. Figure 25 shows a summary of the
evaluation results, and the following are explanations of the results:
• Remote reachability. The BOS UI is a web-based single-page application, which is
built for the web and can be accessed anywhere via any web browser by entering its
URL address.
• Responsiveness. As discussed in “Implementation” section, the BOS UI is developed
on the basis of AngularJS Material library, which provides responsive layouts for
different views (e.g. mobile, tablet, and desktop). Because of the library, the BOS UI is
able to adapt to different screen sizes, either by resizing or reorganizing its
components on different views.
• Configurability. The BOS UI is configurable according to different aspects, including
visual themes, layouts, languages and sizes and positions of the widgets, etc. One
defect concerning the configurability of the current BOS UI is that most of the
options customized by users cannot be saved for the next use once the user has
logged out. This is something, which needs to be improved in the future by providing
Table 1 The use cases relating to a smart home
No. Use case No. Use case
1 Basic home automation 10 Visualization of historical energy
costs
2 Advanced home automation 11 Visualization of historical energy
data
3 Possibilities to specify degrees of freedom for devices 12 Prediction of in-house energy use
4 Visualization of building-level energy data 13 Support for system configurations
5 Visualization of device-level energy consumption 14 Provision of value-added services
6 Visualization of device-level energy generation 15 Visualization of historical data for
the single resident
7 Visualization of external signals 16 Integration of electric vehicles
8 Role based access control 17 Connection to a user community
9 Floor plan based device organization 18 Support for setting building
optimization Goals
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Fig. 25 Evaluation results for the design of the BOS UI
a configuration file for each of the users to record their personal settings instead of
asking them to reconfigure the user interface every time after logging in.
• Role management. Role-based access control is one of the features supported by the
BOS UI. To facilitate security administration and privacy protection, the BOS UI
controls the users’ access according to the roles held by the particular users and the
permissions attached to these roles. For this purpose, three roles, namely,
administrator, operator and resident are introduced in the BOS UI.
• Flexibility. The data models behind a user interface determine the flexibility of the
user interface. In terms of the BOS UI, its data models are designed in a generic way,
which means they do not exclusively apply to one specific building operating system
in a particular household building. This contributes to the high flexibility of the BOS
UI to extend to different building operating systems and cover various scenarios.
• Generality. As described in the definition of a generic user interface for building
operating systems in “Definitions” section, the generality of a user interface can be
reflected in its support of a wide range of smart home related use cases (cf. Table 1).
At this stage, all of the use cases in Table 1 can be covered by the current BOS UI
except for the use case dealing with the support of system configurations, which is
currently only partly supported by the BOS UI.
The system configurations in this article refer to the configurations for the building
operating system rather than for the user interface itself. So far, this use case is only
supported by the BOS UI to some extent. On the one hand, the administrator is able
to configure a building with respect to different aspects, such as location management,
device deployment, etc. On the other hand, the BOS UI supports user management by
allowing the operator to add/edit/remove residents and assign permissions to them to
access devices in the system.
However, one limitation of the current BOS UI is that it can only manage the devices
that have already been integrated into a building operating system. Discovering and
adding new devices to the building operating system are not yet supported by the BOS
UI on account of the heterogeneity of different building operating systems. The work-
ing mechanisms vary from one building operating system to another. Consequently, the
configuration parameters for adding devices to their corresponding system may differ. It
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is not challenging to create a custom user interface for adding devices to a specific build-
ing operating system. However, the BOS UI is designed as a generic user interface, which
means that it is not tailored to any particular building operating system. Up until now,
there is no such a “one-size-fits-all” plan for adding devices or configuring various param-
eters for different types of building operating systems does not exist. For this reason, the
BOS UI does not yet support this function.
The data models of BOS UI are designed in a generic way, which means they are not
exclusively applicable for any of the existing building operating systems. Among all the
data models of the BOS UI, the household device model (cf. Fig. 4) is the innermost and
therefore the most important model, since the other data models (e.g. scene, location,
etc.) are either made up of it or associated with it. Whether the household device model
is generic or not determines whether the BOS UI is applicable to different building oper-
ating systems. To prove the generality of the household device model, the following are
a few examples which illustrate the results of converting the proprietary device models
from two building operating systems, namely, the OSH and the openHAB (OpenHAB),
into the generic household device model used by the BOS UI.

















The data relating to the washing machine in the OSH are more than that. Other related
information about the washing machine (e.g. power, degree of freedom etc.) are stored
separately in other, different data sets, as for other devices. In other words, the OSH does
not provide a complete data model for any of the devices in the ESHL. Neither does the
Energy Management Panel (EMP), which is the OSH’s original user interface. The EMP
accesses the data on the basis of its understanding to the system, consequently it is tightly
coupled with the OSH. On the contrary, the BOS UI is implemented based on a number
of generic data models. In order to apply the BOS UI to the OSH, the data from the OSH
or the ESHL need to be converted into the format of the generic data models used by the
BOS UI. For instance, the aforementioned information about the washing machine in the
ESHL can be represented by the household device model of the BOS UI after conversion.
Table 2 shows the result after the conversion. For the sake of brevity, part of the attributes,
which have empty values, are not displayed in the table.
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Table 2 The result of converting the data about the washing machine in the ESHL from the OSH into
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Example 2: an exemplary switch Item in the openHAB
Switch Bedroom_Light “Bedroom Light” < light > { mqtt="
>[mybroker:myhouse/bedroom/light:command:ON:1],
>[mybroker:myhouse/bedroom/light:command:OFF:0]"}
In openHAB, Items represent all properties and capabilities of the user’s home automa-
tion, which are mainly used by user interfaces or the automation logic of an openHAB
instance (OpenHAB Items). Items store different kinds of values which can be read or
written, and on the other hand, they specify the way to connect with external physical
devices. Devices involved in home automation can be represented by different types of
Items (e.g. Color, Dimmer, Number, etc.) inside the openHAB world. The above exam-
ple is a definition of a switch item which is used to describe a light in the bedroom. In
like manner, the data can be easily converted into the generic data model of the BOS UI.
Table 3 shows the result of converting this switch Item into the household device model
used by the BOS UI.
The aforementioned two examples show how to convert the exclusive data models of
two building operating systems into the generic data model used by the BOSUI. Similarly,
other building operating systems need to undergo the same adaptation so that they are
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able to utilize the BOS UI as their user interface. To this end, a middleware (cf. Fig. 26)
between BOS UI and a building operating system is required. In order to complete the
connection, at least the two components, namely, the Adapter and the BuildingConfig,
need to be included in the middleware.
The Adapter is the component responsible for the data conversion. It fetches data from
a building operating system and converts the data into the generic data models for the
BOS UI. For example, the work of converting the data of two building operating systems
in the aforementioned two examples into the data shown in Tables 2 and 3 is done by the
Fig. 26 The component diagram of the middleware between the BOS UI and a BOS
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Adapter component. In order to do so, the Adapter needs to know the exact data structure
of the information provided by the building operating system.
The BuildingConfig component, on the other hand, is responsible for providing all kinds
of integrated services for the BOS UI to obtain information from the building or to com-
municate with the building operating system. For instance, it might provide a service to
get all the devices that are consuming power in the building, or a service to get the detailed
information for a specific device, and so on. In order to realize these integrated services,
the BuildingConfig component usually needs to process and assemble some single energy
values generated from sensors or other measuring equipment in a building in order to
provide integrated services. This information is obtained not directly by communicating
with the building operating system, but rather by invoking the interfaces provided by the
Adapter. In so doing, the BuildingConfig component does not need to deal with the build-
ing operating system, which allows the BuildingConfig component to be independent of
building operating systems.
To sum up, because the BOS UI is equipped with this type of middleware between itself
and the building operating system, it can be concluded that it is able to apply to different
building operating systems.
Overall, according to the above analysis, it can be seen that, the BOS UI meets all the
proposed requirements or criteria for a generic user interface for building operating sys-
tems, except for the fact, that the system configuration can not be fully supported yet.
Functions such as adding new devices and configuring parameters for building operating
systems still need to be done by the special configuration interface of each building oper-
ating system. The BOS UI is at this stage, mainly designed for the display and operation of
the data in the building rather than the setup and configuration of the building operating
system.
Evaluation of the usability and functionality
Usability is defined by ISO 9241-11 as the extent to which a product can be used by spec-
ified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a
specified context of use (Bevan 2009). Usability evaluation plays an important role in the
overall user interface design process since usability provides an important contribution
to user experience (Hartson and Pyla 2012). The usability of the BOS UI is evaluated by
testing with end users which is the most fundamental usability evaluation method and
is in some sense indispensable. It provides direct information about how people use the
system and their exact problems with a specific interface (Holzinger 2005).
More concretely, the usability evaluation of the BOS UI is done in a way of conducting
experiments by inviting participants to complete pre-determined tasks and asking the
participants to fill out questionnaires about the user interface. Along with the usability, a
range of important functionality aspects have been evaluated using the same experiments
as well. The detailed evaluation process is displayed by the flow chart in Fig. 27.
Since the BOS UI was introduced as a replacement of a user interface specifically
designed for the ESHL, named ESHL GUI, it made sense to evaluate the ESHL GUI along
with the BOS UI, and then to provide a comparison between the two user interfaces. The
ESHL GUI was further developed on the basis of the Energy Management Panel (EMP)
(Becker et al. 2012) by integrating more diversified features into it. In addition to sup-
porting the basic functionalities provided by the EMP, the ESHL GUI is able to display
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Fig. 27 The evaluation process of usability and functionality of the BOS UI
more energy data, such as different sensor data, for users. Besides this, some other fea-
tures which are more engineering-oriented, such as the visualization of parameters of
different kinds of storage devices (e.g. hot water tank, cold water tank, battery, etc.) in the
ESHL, and the visualization of various technical parameters about the power supply in
the ESHL, were also integrated into the ESHL GUI in order to give users a more holistic
understanding about the energy situation at the ESHL.
As mentioned above, the usability of the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI was evaluated in a
user-basedmanner, namely, via a number of test users performing a set of pre-determined
tasks, which are generally considered to yield the most reliable and valid estimate of an
application’s usability (Dillon 2001). To establish a proper and effective way of measuring
usability, a robust and reliable evaluation tool, named SystemUsability Scale (SUS), was used.
The SUS was invented by John Brooke in 1980s as a “quick and dirty” survey scale
that allows the usability practitioner to easily estimate the usability of a given product or
service. It has been tried and tested throughout 30 years of use and has proven a valu-
able and robust tool in helping assess the quality of a broad spectrum of user interfaces
(Bangor et al. 2008). Besides this, as Brooke put it, the SUS is particularly relevant to
compare two versions of an application that are based around different technologies
(Brooke 2013).
The SUS is a Likert Scale which consists of the following ten statements. Each of them
is given five response options from “strongly disagree” to “strongly agree” which represent
different strengths of agreement.
1. I think that I would like to use this system frequently.
2. I found the system unnecessarily complex.
3. I thought the system was easy to use.
4. I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be able to use this system.
5. I found the various functions in this system were well integrated.
6. I thought there was too much inconsistency in this system.
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7. I would imagine that most people would learn to use this system very quickly.
8. I found the system very cumbersome to use.
9. I felt very confident using the system.
10. I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with this system.
A final SUS score which has a rang of 0-100 is yielded based on the answers from the
respondents to the above questionnaire. The SUS score represents a composite measure
of the overall usability of the system being studied. After analyzing more than 2300 sur-
veys over the course of 206 studies, the mean SUS score for all surveys is 70.14 and the
mean SUS score for Web user interfaces is 68 (Bangor et al. 2008), which means 68 is
around the 50th percentile. In other words, a Web user interface’s SUS score above 68
would be considered above the average and therefore, 68 can be taken as a minimal limit
a Web user interface has to cross in order to be considered fairly usable. This is also mir-
rored in the acceptability estimate correlated to SUS scores. According to the analysis of
nearly 1000 SUS surveys, an adjective rating scale which can help practitioners interpret
individual SUS scores is highly correlated with SUS scores (Bangor et al. 2009). Figure 28
shows the corresponding relations between the SUS scores, the adjective ratings, the
school grading scale and the acceptability ranges.
After this theoretical preparation, a series of experiments need to be conducted in order
to collect feedback of the test users on the two user interfaces. In our study, the exper-
iments were carried out in the Karlsruhe Decision & Design Lab (KD2Lab) (KD2Lab),
which is one of the largest computer-based experimental laboratories world-wide. For
our experiment, the KD2Lab offers 20 soundproofed and air-conditioned computer cubi-
cles (cf. Fig. 29). Every computer in the cubicles is installed with a screencasting software,
which is used to capture and synchronize the screen during the experiment and output a
video file for the purpose of analysis after the experiment.
As for the participants of the experiments, the KD2Lab provides experimenters with a
participants pool which hasmore than 2800 registered users.With the help of the KD2Lab
experimental portal, experimenters can invite any number of participants for their exper-
iments by sending invitation emails to the users in the pool. Before starting to send the
invitation emails, the KD2Lab experimental portal allows the experimenters to filter the
users in the pool with some keywords e.g. gender, language, degree, course of studies etc.,
so that only the eligible users will receive invitations. In this study, no particular restric-
tions were placed on the participants except for language. The BOSUI supports switching
between three languages, namely, English, German and Chinese, whereas, the ESHL GUI
only offers German. As a result, the invitation emails were only sent to users who were
able to speak both English and German.
Fig. 28 A comparison of the adjective ratings, acceptability scores, and school grading scales, in relation to
the average SUS score (Bangor et al. 2009)
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Fig. 29 The KD2Lab
The number of participants needed for a usability test was one of themost hotly debated
issues in the field (Albert and Tullis 2013). According to Nielson’s article (Nielsen 2012),
testing with 5 people will find almost as many usability problems as the problems that
would be found using many more test participants. However, for quantitative studies
where statistics instead of insights are the aim, at least 20 participants are needed in
order to get statistically significant numbers. According to a recent analysis of an inter-
nal SUS survey from SAP (SAP’s Article About SUS), 30 participants are needed to get a
fairly accurate quantitative assessment of the overall quality of the system being studied.
In order to ensure the reliability of the experimental results, around 10 participants were
invited to attend the pretests. For the actual test, 42 participants were invited, which can
be considered a large enough sample size to derive statistically stable insights.
In the experiment for this study, the objects to be evaluated were the two user inter-
faces: the BOS UI and the ESHLGUI. The participants of the experiment, namely, the test
users, were asked to use first the one and then the other user interface for performing a
number of pre-determined tasks. After that, they were asked to provide feedback for both
user interfaces. To this end, a special evaluation website which integrates all the evalu-
ation tasks and the questionnaires was developed for the participants. The organization
structure of the evaluation website is illustrated in Fig. 30.
After logging in the evaluation website, the first thing that the participants need to do
is to fill out a demographic survey. The purpose of this part is to collect background
information (e.g. age, major subject, degree etc.) of the participants, the level of their
Fig. 30 The organization structure of the evaluation website
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knowledge about smart home technology and their familiarity with user interfaces for
smart homes, if they had ever used one before. In terms of knowledge about smart home
technology, there are five levels that are available for participants to choose: no knowl-
edge, basic knowledge, good knowledge, advanced knowledge and expert knowledge. In
the actual test, the age of the 42 participants was between 18 and 40 years. The distri-
bution of the number of participants with different knowledge levels about smart home
technologies is shown in Table 4. Among the 42 participants, 4 participants have used
smart home related user interfaces before. The description about the user interfaces and
the participants’ comments can be found in Table 5.
After the demographic survey, the evaluation website showed the test users some
instructive information about the experiment and gave a brief introduction of the two user
interfaces under evaluation. From the experimental introduction, the test users were able
to obtain a general impression of what they needed to do during the experiment and how.
The test users were then asked to start the tasks for the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI.
Since there are three roles in the BOS UI, the tasks were organized according to the
responsibilities of the different roles. The participants were given different roles to com-
plete corresponding tasks on BOS UI. In total, there were 22 tasks for the BOS UI which
are listed in Appendix “Tasks for the BOS UI in the experiment”. The ESHL GUI, on the
other hand, does not support multiple roles, therefore only 8 tasks were designed for this
user interface. These tasks can be found in Appendix “Tasks for the ESHL GUI in the
experiment”. In order to prevent test users from having a preconceived prejudice against
any of the both user interfaces, the evaluation website was programmed to display the
tasks for the two user interfaces in different orders. More specifically, half of the test users
started with the tasks for the BOS UI and another half started with the tasks for the ESHL
GUI, so as to balance potential bias.
After the completion of all tasks, the test users were expected to be familiar with the
two user interfaces. The last task which they needed to perform, was to fill out two differ-
ent questionnaires. The purpose of the first questionnaire was to get the test users’ overall
impression of the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI, ask the test users to provide their views
on the functionalities of the two user interfaces, and then to make some comparisons
between them. Consequently, the questionnaire includes a number of statements with
different options and some questions about the two user interfaces. The second ques-
tionnaire consists of the aforementioned 10 standard SUS statements. The aim of this
questionnaire was to evaluate the usability of the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI, respectively.
Forty two participants took part in the actual test in the KD2Lab. After processing and
calculating the data collected from the experiment, the statistical results of the statements
concerning the BOS UI in the first first questionnaire are illustrated in Fig. 31. There
Table 4 Distribution of different knowledge levels about smart home technologies
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Table 5 Smart home user interfaces that had been used by the participants before the test and their
comments on the user interfaces
The user interface description Comment
A user interface that can show all the states of the apartment. At the beginning I was satisfied, but themore
I used the interface, the more I felt that it
missed some advanced features, e.g. time
scheduled / event-based tasks.
It is an app to control the light in our home. The app is really slow and not working
sufficiently.
The sonos sound system I am very happy with it.
Interfaces for heat regulation and air/ventilation system N.A.
are six statements which exclusively deal with the BOS UI in the first questionnaire. The
statements are listed as follows:
1. The BOS UI provided me with enough information and functionalities that I would
need in my daily life based on my experience so far.
2. The BOS UI gave me a holistic view about the energy use in my building.
3. The BOS UI provided me with useful information which can help me to use appliances
more reasonably in order to save money.
4. The BOS UI can help to achieve different optimization goals in the building, e.g.
reducing energy costs or being environment-friendly, etc.
5. Having roles with different permissions to restrict system access is a crucial part of the
user interface for smart homes.
6. The way of showing devices on the floor plan of the building in the BOS UI is intuitive.
Except for one test user who remained neutral, all of the test users agreed (most of them
strongly agreed) that the BOS UI provided them with enough information and function-
alities that they would need in their daily lives. 25 participants strongly agreed and 16
agreed that the BOS UI had given them a holistic view about the energy use in their build-
ing. Similarly, the third statement and the fourth statement were also strongly agreed to
by half and more than half (23/42) of the participants, respectively. Compared to the first
four statements, the test users’ opinions about statement 5 and 6 were more diverse. Espe-
cially for the fifth statement, although more than half of the test users (26/42) agreed to
this statement, there were still 6 test users who disagreed to it. According to the comments
they left, they thought that having different roles might only be necessary in a big build-
ing in which more than one family lives, which is not the case in their current apartment,
Fig. 31 The statistical results of the six statements about the BOS UI
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where everyone shares the same power. It is understandable that the test users made the
decision based on their own circumstances. However, the BOS UI is designed not only for
one particular situation, but for having the potential of covering a variety of use cases. In
order to avoid unnecessary complexity and redundancy in simple situations, the BOS UI
was designed on the basis of role-based access control (RBAC) in which permissions are
associated with roles and users are mademembers of appropriate roles. A user, depending
on different situations, may have multiple roles. However, each user in the BOS UI only
has one account, which means that he is able to access all the permissions owned by his
roles by only logging in once. Because of this, the BOS UI is flexible and can be extended
to apply to different situations.
As for the last statement, most of the test users (36/42) agreed that the way of showing
devices on the floor plan of the building in the BOS UI is intuitive. While watching the
recorded videos, it could be seen that two of the four test users who remained neutral
and one of the two test users who disagreed with the statement, in fact did not turn to
the menu item about displaying devices on the floor plan when they were using the BOS
UI to perform the tasks. Instead, they tried to complete the related tasks by using other
ways provided by the BOS UI. Since the three test users were not aware of this function,
their choices for this statement should be considered as invalid. After removing the three
invalid data sets from the total data set, the conclusion can be made that 92.3% of the test
users believed that it is intuitive to show devices on the floor plan of the building after
they had experienced this function. From this it can be concluded, that it is valuable to
integrate this function into a user interface for building operating systems.
By replacing “BOS UI” with “ESHL GUI” in the statement 1 - 4, the test users also
evaluated the ESHL GUI according to the same aspects as the BOS UI. The opinions
expressed by the test users concerning the statements about the ESHL GUI were much
more diverse. As shown in Fig. 32, for any of these four statements, the number of test
users who agreed with it only accounts for less than half of all of the participants. Most of
the test users either remained neutral or disagreed with the statements.
In addition to the statements above, the test users in the first questionnaire were asked
to choose the purpose for using the BOS UI. The statistical results are shown in Fig. 33.
Among the total of 42 test users, 35 of them believed that the BOS UI would be able to
Fig. 32 The statistical results of the first four statements about the ESHL GUI
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Fig. 33 Purposes of using the BOS UI as stated by the test users
help them save money and 34 of them wanted to use the BOS UI to get a clear view of
their energy use in their building. There were 28 test users who would use the BOS UI for
the purpose of convenience. In spite of functions like role-based access control, restricted
permissions to residents, operation log, etc. provided by the BOS UI, fewer test users (12
to be exact) would use the BOS UI with the aim of improving security in their home.
After getting familiar with both user interfaces by using them to perform a number of
tasks, the test users were asked to make the following comparisons between the BOS UI
and the ESHL GUI.
1. Compare BOS UI and ESHL GUI, which user interface offers more useful functionali-
ties?
2. Compare BOS UI and ESHL GUI, which user interface is more intuitive to use?
3. Compare BOS UI and ESHL GUI, which user interface can help you save more money?
4. Compare BOS UI and ESHL GUI, which user interface provides more security
features?
5. Compare BOS UI and ESHL GUI, which user interface has a bigger range of
application?
6. Compare BOS UI and ESHL GUI, from which user interface did you get a more clear
view about energy use in your building?
7. Considering the above reflections, which user interface do you like better?
The statistical results are illustrated in Fig. 34, from which, one can see that, it would
seem that, the vast majority of test users think that the BOS UI outperformed the ESHL
GUI in many respects. When taking all the aspects into consideration, 41 out of the total
42 participants considered that the BOS UI to be better than the ESHL GUI.
Fig. 34 The statistical results of the comparisons between the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI
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At the end of the first questionnaire, the test users were encouraged to leave their com-
ments concerning the two user interfaces. The following are a few of the comments left
by some of the test users. The complete list of comments concerning the BOS UI and the
ESHL GUI, left by the test users in the test, can be found in Appendix “Comments about
the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI from Test Users”.
“BOS UI seems easy to use once you get used to it. It doesn’t need much know-how to
understand the interface. Whereas the ESHL GIU is not suitable for anybody like elder
people who are not good with technology.”
“BOS UI is extremely easy to use, so that it was quite fun. ESHL GUI on the other hand
is annoyingly difficult. A lot of functionalities are missing.”
“I really like the intuitive BOSUI for its very accessible interface with the different folders.
Idiot-proof even for beginners. It was intuitive to find everything. The floor plan was great. I
like the devices were coloured orange (consuming electricity) or green(producing electricity),
giving a user a quick overview of what’s going on.
I had some problems with ESHL GUI, it was quite clunky to work with. The devices
weren’t as comfortable accessible and the charts where to find what information were kind
of confusing. More or better ways to group your devices or have an overview where the most
power is used at this moment, maybe even on the floor plan, that would be great.”
“The ESHL GUI is not very clear. You have to make a lot more clicks to get there. Also in
terms of color, the BOS UI is much better designed, which improves clarity. However, in the
Energy Overview tab, for example, I find the technical parameters unnecessary. The end
user is certainly not interested in what voltage is currently available.”
“I find ESHL GUI very unintuitive for use. For somebody who might be already familiar
with this system it might be reasonable but I had a hard time finding specific features. BOS
UI feels much smoother, however it would be great if BOSUI can keep track of the frequency
of use of my devices so that all my devices can be sorted based on the frequency of their use.”
It is suggested by the comments above, that the feedback of the test users concerning
the ESHL GUI, is basically centered around complaining about its usability. The ESHL
GUI is not considered to be intuitive and user friendly. On the contrary, the test users gave
the BOS UI a positive evaluation in terms of usability, and in addition to that, provided
some useful suggestions for the future, e.g. removing technical parameters that residents
are not interested in and keeping track of user habits.
In the second part of the questionnaire, the participants were asked to score the 10
statements of the SUS survey for the two user interfaces, respectively. After collecting
answers from the participants and calculating, the mean value and the standard devia-
tion of the 42 SUS scores for the BOS UI are 79.0 and 12.3, respectively. The results of
the usability test for the BOS UI are positive. With the final SUS score of 79.0, which is
11 points more than the average SUS score for Web user interfaces, the corresponding
adjective rating of the usability of the BOS UI is “good”, according to Fig. 28. The fre-
quency distribution of the SUS scores of the BOS UI from the 42 test users is illustrated
in Fig. 35.
By having the 42 discrete SUS scores, it was first assumed that this set of data was
normally distributed, and then this assumption was checked by making use of statistical
analysis. TheQ-Q plot (quantile-quantile plot), which displays the observed values against
normally distributed data, is one of the visual methods to check normality of sample data.
Figure 36 shows the Normal Q-Q Plot of SUS scores of the BOS UI from the 42 test users,
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Fig. 35 Histogram of the SUS scores of the BOS UI
fromwhich it can be seen that the points form a line that is roughly straight. The Q-Q plot
in Fig. 36 provides a visual judgement that the data set conforms to a normal distribution.
It is preferable that normality be assessed both visually and through normality tests,
of which the Shapiro-Wilk test, provided by the SPSS software, is highly recommended
(Ghasemi and Zahediasl 2012). Compared to the visual method, statistical tests for nor-
mality are more precise since actual probabilities are calculated. In this case, both the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) with Lilliefors correction and the Shapiro-Wilk tests were
applied to test the normality of the SUS scores from the 42 test users. The results gener-
ated by the SPSS software are shown in Table 6. It is clear that both tests have a p-value
greater than 0.05, which indicates normal distribution of the SUS scores.
It can be seen from the above analysis that the SUS scores of the BOS UI from the
42 participants conform to a normal distribution. If the SUS score is presented by the
random variable X, then: X ∼ N (μ, σ 2), where μ is the mean of SUS scores for the BOS
UI, which is 79.0, and σ represents the standard deviation of the distribution, which in
Fig. 36 Normal Q-Q Plot of the SUS scores of the BOS UI
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Table 6 Tests of normality
Kolmogorov-Smirnovaa Shapiro-Wilk
statistic dfb p-value statistic dfb p-value
SUS score .119 42 .149 .965 42 .214
aLilliefors Significance Correction
bAbbreviation: df, Degree of freedom
this case is 12.3. With this information, it can be calculated, that the probability that the
SUS score for the BOS UI is higher than 68 (which is the average SUS score of the Web
user interfaces) is 81.4%. Based on the statistical average values of SUS scores for adjective
ratings (cf. Fig. 28), the probability, that users think the usability of the BOS UI is “good”
or higher, is 73.2%. There are 29.9% of users who would consider the usability of the BOS
UI to be “excellent” and “best imaginable”.
Compared to the BOS UI, the usability of the ESHL GUI was graded less favorably. The
statistical results show that the SUS score of the ESHL GUI is only 34.8, which is far less
than the average SUS score, namely, 68. According to Fig. 28, the adjective rating corre-
sponding to this SUS score is in between “awful” and “poor”. The frequency distribution
of the SUS scores of the ESHL GUI from the 42 test users is shown in Fig. 37, where it can
be seen that only 5 test users (which takes up around 12% of the total) scored the usability
of the ESHL GUI greater than 68.
When it comes to the test users’ answer to the statements in the SUS survey, it would
be better to divide them into two parts for statistics according to the parity of the number
of the statements since the positive and negative statements in the SUS survey were alter-
nately arranged. Figure 38 illustrates the results of the participants’ answers to the odd
numbered statements about the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI by means of stacked bars.
Figure 38 shows that 32 of the 42 test users agreed that they would like to use the BOS
UI frequently. Only 3 test users disagreed with this. As for the ESHL GUI, most of the
Fig. 37 Histogram of the SUS scores of the ESHL GUI
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Fig. 38 Stacked bar chart of the participants’ answer to the odd numbered statements in the SUS
questionnaire about the BOS UI and ESHL GUI
test users thought they would not like to use it frequently. The third statement was about
ease of use. Thirty nine test users, which accounts for 92.9% of the total, agreed that the
BOS UI is easy to use, while for the ESHL GUI, the feedback for this question was quite
the opposite. There are 38 test users who did not think that the ESHL GUI is easy to use.
95.2% of the test users found that the various functions in the BOSUI were well integrated
and the same number of test users could imagine that most people would be able to learn
how to use the user interface very quickly. However, only 5 test users and 9 test users,
respectively, agreed on the two statements when applied to the ESHL GUI. Finally, the
number of test users who felt very confident in using the BOS UI is 39, which stands in
stark contrast to 5 users who felt this way about using the ESHL GUI.
The even numbered statements in the SUS survey are expressed in a negative way,
therefore for these statements, the more the test users disagree with them, the better. The
results of the test users’ answers to these statements for the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI
can be found in Fig. 39. Although a large number of features are integrated in the BOS
Fig. 39 Stacked bar chart of the participants’ answer to the even numbered statements in the SUS
questionnaire about the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI
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UI, 33 test users, which takes up 78.6% of the total, did not agree that it is unnecessarily
complex. Compared to the BOS UI, the ESHLGUI does not provide many functionalities,
nevertheless, more than half of the participants found it unnecessarily complex. There is
only one test user who thought he/she would need the support of a technical person in
order to be able to use the BOS UI. Thirteen test users, however, had this same feeling
about the ESHL GUI. Another sharp contrast arises from the statement regarding incon-
sistency. The number of test users who thought that there was too much inconsistency in
the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI were 1 and 19, respectively. Statement 8 uses the opposite
way to express the same problem addressed in statement 3. The results indicate consis-
tency of the answers to the two statements given by the test users. Nobody found the
BOS UI very cumbersome to use, but 29 test users found the ESHL GUI cumbersome. In
the end, 30 test users did not agree that they needed to learn a lot of things before they
could get going with the BOS UI, while more than half of the test users agreed with this
statement when it was applied to the ESHL GUI.
Figure 40 shows the SUS scores of the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI from the 42 test
users after sorting them into a descending order, so as to reveal the significant difference
in scores between the two user interfaces. Statistical analysis can further be done from
the perspective of the smart home related knowledge that the test users had. As shown
in Table 4, there were two test users who had advanced knowledge about smart home
technologies. The SUS scores which they gave for the BOSUI are 97.5 and 90, respectively.
The corresponding adjective rating that these scores match is “excellent”. The ESHL GUI,
on the other hand, got 30 and 17.5, respectively, from these two test users. The average
SUS score of the BOS UI from the test users who had a good knowledge of smart home
technologies is 78.9, which is almost the same as the overall average SUS score of the BOS
UI. The corresponding SUS score of the ESHLGUI is 38.2, which is greater than its overall
averages. Those, who knew nothing about smart home technologies, scored the BOS UI
and the ESHL GUI with averages of 69.5 and 28.5, respectively, which are much lower
than their corresponding overall average. This is, however, not surprisingly since the test
users lacked the necessary background knowledge. Most test users had a basic knowledge
about smart homes. These test users also have relatively high scores on the BOS UI and
the ESHL GUI. The averages of the two user interfaces for these test users are 81.0 and
37.1, respectively. In addition, there were 4 test users who had experience of using some
kind of user interface for smart homes before the experiment. The average SUS score they
Fig. 40 The SUS scores of the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI from the 42 participants
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gave to BOS UI is 88.8. The adjective rating that matches the score is “excellent”. However,
the average score that these test users gave to the ESHL GUI is only 18.75.
According to the test users’ feedback in the two questionnaires, it can be concluded
that the BOS UI has made great improvements both in terms of functionality and usabil-
ity relative to the ESHL GUI. In addition to the lack of many functions needed by the test
users in their daily life and the shortcomings in the design of the ESHLGUI, there are sev-
eral non-technical reasons that could have caused the test users to make more favorable
statements about the BOS UI than about the ESHL GUI.
Firstly, the ESHL GUI was specifically designed for the Energy Smart Home Lab (ESHL)
at the KIT. Its major tasks are to provide transparent information about energy consump-
tion and generation in the ESHL for the residents who are already familiar with it and to
discover degrees of freedom of the devices in the ESHL. Therefore the original intention
of the ESHL GUI was not to be used as a general user interface which focuses on serving
uncertain users who know nothing about it in an efficient and a user friendly way. This
makes its learning curve very steep for beginners. All test users in the experiment had no
prior knowledge about the ESHL GUI. As a result, most of them experienced many dif-
ficulties finding out how the user interface worked, especially when they tried to work
things out sitting in a booth of the laboratory, where they were generally not very relaxed
and could easily become impatient.
Secondly, the ESHL GUI was further developed on the basis of the previous Energy
Management Panel (EMP) in the ESHL by integrating many new engineering-related fea-
tures. For instance, in addition to the common true power information about the devices,
the ESHL GUI also displays reactive power which is measured in the unit of Volt-Amps-
Reactive (VAR) for some devices as well as for the entire energy use in the building.
Only professionals, and not ordinary residents can understand the term of reactive power.
Although this engineering-focused information was not involved in the tasks that were
asked to be performed by the participants, this information could still distract the test
users more or less.
Thirdly, the organization form of the content in the ESHL GUI was unclear and even
overwhelming for some of the test users. By integrating too much information into one
page and repeating some information on different pages, the ESHL GUI made the test
users feel confused while they tried to find out the organizational logic of the content
of the ESHL GUI. What made the participants even more frustrated is the lack of text
descriptions or labels for the icons representing different functions in the ESHL GUI.
Many test users left their comments to complain that the ESHL GUI was either too
abstract or too complex to understand and their suggestion was to add explanations to
the icons and group the functions according to their features rather than showing them
all in one page without any clues. By doing so, the user interface might become more tidy,
intuitive and user friendly.
Although when compared to the ESHL GUI, the BOS UI has been greatly improved in
many respects, the SUS score given by the test users indicates that its usability is good but
not yet excellent, which means that there is still room for improvement. Many test users
left valuable feedback on this. For instance, some of them suggested adding a submit but-
ton or popping up timely feedback for users after some operations have been performed,
so that users may know whether the operations they performed worked or not. Also, the
BOSUI at this stage, does not respond very fast to certain operations since a large amount
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of live data related to device states needs to be updated frequently in the back-end in
order to ensure that the BOS UI can reflect the power use in the ESHL in real time. The
delay in the response is a factor that can affect user satisfaction. There are a few of test
users who commented that the BOS UI, with its many options on the left menu panel, was
complicated to use. The suggestions they gave include hiding infrequently used options
and regrouping options in the menu panel to make them tidier. Apart from the evaluation
results of the two user interfaces, the biggest achievement of conducting this experiment
was the feedback received from the test users. No matter whether positive or negative,
they provided valuable information that helped not only to uncover defects in the current
system but also formulated good suggestions for enhancing the performance of the BOS
UI in the future.
Discussion
Compared to the state-of-the-art and previous works in the field of data visualization and
user interaction in a smart home environment, the major originality and the added-value
of the study in this article is the provision of methodologies of creating a generic user
interface, which can deal with different kinds of building operating systemswhile ensuring
good usability. Specifically, the novelty or, expressed differently, the contribution can be
reflected in the following aspects.
Firstly, the current building operating systems are basically equipped with their own
proprietary user interface for their application scenarios, based on their specific applica-
tion programming interfaces (APIs). In order to deal with the heterogeneity of different
building operating systems, this article proposed a design, including a holistic architec-
ture, different roles, generic data models and a number of functional components, for a
generic user interface to facilitate covering hybrid energy sources in households, serving
various buildings and supporting multiple advanced home automation services.
Secondly, as stated in “Introduction” section, most of the research about user interfaces
for building operating systems done in the past years have dealt primarily with method
description. They usually did not provide concrete user interface implementation which
had already been applied to smart home instances in reality. Therefore, those user inter-
faces were basically either not evaluated or only evaluated based on qualitative analysis,
rather than based on statistical data. By contrast, in this article, a prototype of the generic
user interface, named BOS UI, was not only implemented but also applied to a real smart
home environment, the ESHL at the KIT. Furthermore, in order to have a more objective
evaluation of this user interface, in addition to a qualitative analysis, this article provided
a quantitative evaluation to the functionalities as well as the usability of the BOS UI by
inviting a group of test users to perform a number of pre-determined tasks, and then
asking the test users to fill out questionnaires.
Since the ESHL, which the BOS UI has been applied to, is a smart home environment
for research and demonstration, there are still some challenges, which are needed to be
addressed, when it comes to implementing the design in this article in an actual house-
hold building. For instance, the building needs to be equipped with intelligent appliances,
which either have smart technology built in or connect to extra smart plugs which allow
remote control to those conventional home appliances, so that an IoT environment can be
created. However, intelligent appliances are currently much more expensive than conven-
tional appliances, which impedes the transition from traditional homes to smart homes.
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Additionally, a building operating system is required to be installed to the household
building since on the one hand, various domestic appliances from competing vendors
need a unified platform to make them work together seamlessly, on the other hand, many
features provided by the BOS UI, such as the realization of the specified optimization
goals in a building via the user interface, need to be supported by the underlying build-
ing operating system. Besides this, a certain middleware (cf. Fig. 26) should be prepared
separately in order to implement the communication between the BOS UI and the build-
ing operating system unless the building operating system is compatible with the BOS
UI. However, considering the current smart home market is highly fragmented and full
of incompatible technologies, the implementation of middlewares for building operating
systems with different standards requires also a great deal of operating expense.
Conclusion and outlook
In this article, we proposed a concept of a generic user interface for building operating
systems and a complete study including design, implementation and evaluation around
this concept. We firstly proposed an architecture for a generic user interface which can
deal with different building operating systems. To be able to cope with various scenarios,
three roles along with their permissions were introduced. Subsequently, a series of generic
data models, which were used by the generic user interface, were presented in the article.
Furthermore, a prototype of the generic user interface named BOS UI has been imple-
mented and applied to Organic Smart Home (OSH), which is a building operating system
that has been deployed at the Energy Smart Home Lab (ESHL) at the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT). Finally, an evaluation combing theoretical analysis and experiments
has been preformed. The following results can be derived from the evaluation.
• In terms of the design, the BOS UI meets the proposed criteria for a generic user
interface for building operating systems, except for the fact, that the system
configuration can not be fully supported yet.
• In terms of the functionality, almost all (more than 90%) of the test users in the test
agree that: (1) the BOS UI can provide them with enough information and
functionalities that they would need in their daily lives; (2) the BOS UI can give them
a holistic visualization about the energy use in their building; (3) the BOS UI can
provide them with useful information which can help them to use their appliances
more reasonably in order to save money; and (4) the BOS UI can help them to
achieve different optimization goals in their building. The statistical results also show
that most of the test users prefer to use the BOS UI for the purpose of saving money,
getting a clear view of the energy use in their building, and to increase convenience.
• In terms of the usability, a robust and reliable evaluation tool named System Usability
Scale (SUS) was used. The final SUS score of the BOS UI in the experiment indicates
that the usability of the BOS UI is good. More specifically, the vast majority of the
test users believed that (1) they would like to use the BOS UI frequently (76.2%), (2)
the various functions in the BOS UI are well integrated (95.2%), (3) the BOS UI is
easy to use (92.9%). (4) they felt that most people would learn to use the BOS UI very
quickly (95.2%), and (5) they felt very confident about using the BOS UI (92.9%).
Although the evaluation results of the BOS UI are positive, there are still many poten-
tial extensions to the current work that may help strengthen the functionality of the user
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interface so as to expand its scope of application. For instance, the BOS UI currently
does not support the configuration of its underlying building operating system due to the
heterogeneity of different building operating systems, therefore an additional interface is
still needed for the system configuration. To address this challenge, the potential future
research may be focused on collecting and analysing configuration requirements of var-
ious building operating systems and designing flexible components for the generic user
interface which can be customized to meet different system configurations. Besides this,
some of the functions provided by the current BOS UI can also be further extended. Giv-
ing users as much freedom as possible to customize their own user interface is another
area in which it is worth investing in the future. Finally, according to the feedback of the
participants in the evaluation experiment, it would be favorable for the BOS UI in the
future to integrate more fancy entertainment (e.g. multi-room digital music system) and
security (e.g. alarms) related features.
Appendix
Tasks for the BOS UI in the experiment
Tasks for the role of Administrator
Task 1: Switch languages of the user interface to your desired language (English, German
or Chinese)
Task 2: Building configuration
• a. Add a new floor to the building and name this new floor as “Floor 2”.
• b. On Floor 2, add a bed room (name: “Bed Room”), a living room (name: “Living
Room”), a kitchen (name: “Kitchen”) and a toilet (name: “Toilet”).
Task 3: Assign devices to the Floor 2
• a. Assign a coffee machine to the kitchen in Floor 2.
• b. Assign an air conditioner to the living room in Floor 2.
• c. Assign a light to the bed room in Floor 2.
Task 4: Add devices to the floor plan of Floor 2
• a. Upload a floor plan image (name: “floor_plan.png”) for Floor 2. The image is on
your desktop.
• b. Click the the coffee machine on the right panel to add it to the floor plan and drag
it to the kitchen area.
• c. Click the air conditioner on the right panel to add it to the floor plan and drag it to
the living room area.
• d. Click the light on the right panel to add it to the floor plan and drag it to the bed
room area.
• e. Drag the circles around the device images to adjust their size.
Tasks for the role of Operator
Task 1: Add a new resident to the building
The following is the personal information of this new resident. Name: test_2, Initial
Password: 123456, Phone Number: 015733590751, Email: resident@gmail.com, Personal
Note: created on 26.2.2018.
Now please set the following permissions for this resident.
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• The allowed operations for him to use dishwasher (in kitchen) and washing machine
(in kitchen) include (1) viewing these devices’ general information and (2) channel
information, (3) controlling these devices and (4) setting degree of freedom for these
devices.
• The allowed operations for him to use freezer (in kitchen) and fridge (in kitchen)
include only (1) viewing these devices’ general information and (2) channel
information.
• Review the above information and then submit them.
Task 2: Set optimization goals for the building
As the operator of the building, you have your own concern about energy use in your
building. Therefore you want to set up some optimization goals for your building. The
energy management system of your building will balance these goals and define the best
trade-off between competing goals.
Let’s say, you want to minimize your energy costs, energy consumption and CO2 emis-
sions, and you also want to consume as much electricity generated by your photovoltaic
on your rooftop as possible. You have different preferences for these goals, so you set
different weights to them to indicate the relative importance. Suppose
• the weight of the goal of the maximal self-consumption of photovoltaic generation is
0.2.
• the weight of the goal of the minimal costs is 0.4.
• the weight of the goal of the minimal energy consumption is 0.3.
• the weight of the goal of the minimal CO2 emissions is 0.1.
Please specify these optimization goals for your building.
Task 3: Check energy history of the building
Check energy history of the building from 09:00h, 20.12.2017 to 09:00h, 21.12.2017.
Please enter the power use in this building at the time point 17:00h, 20.12.2017. If the
historic data are currently not available, please enter “0”.
Task 4: Building energy comparison
As an operator in the building, you want to know information about energy use in your
building, and you also want to know if the energy has been used in a proper way in com-
parison with a community. Therefore please generate the comparison report between the
average energy consumption per square meter in this building in October and the value
in the community named “community_1”. Check the comparison report and enter the
energy consumption per square meter in this building as well as the average value in the
community_1.
Task 5: Device energy comparison
As an operator in the building, you want to knowwhether some devices in your building
are energy efficient or not when they are compared with the devices of the same type
in a community. Therefore please generate a comparison report between the power use
per usage for the washing machine in this building in October and the average value in
the community named “community_1”. Please check the comparison report and enter the
power use per usage of the washing machine in this building as well as the value in the
community_1.
Task 6: Check the invoice for October and enter the electricity charges you have to pay
that month
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Tasks for the role of Resident
Task 1: Find out real-time building level energy data
• a. Find out all the devices in the building that are currently consuming electricity.
Please use semicolons (;) to separate devices.
• b. Enter current voltage in the building.
• c. Check the direction of the current energy flows in the building. Is it from building
to power grid or from power grid to building?
Task 2: Basic home automation
• a. Switch on the light in kitchen.
• b. Change the state of the blind in Bed Room1 to open: 100%.
Task 3: Set Degree of Freedom (DoF) for devices
Suppose you put the clothes in the washing machine at 23:00 o’clock on 24.12.2017.
Since it is too late, you do not want to start the washing until tomorrow. In the morning
of the next day ( 25.12.2017), you think the earliest time that is allowed to start the wash-
ing procedure is at 9:00 o’clock. The washing procedure has to be finished before 14:00
o’clock. Please apply this Degree of Freedom for the washing machine.
Task 4: Check your personal energy history
As a resident living in this building, you want to know how much power you had con-
sumed in the past. Please write down your personal energy consumption and energy
cost on 20.12.2017 and compare them with those of average in the community named
“community_1”.
Task 5: Check energy history of a specific device
Please check the energy history of the coffee system and find out its power use at 15:00
o’clock on 20.12.2017. If the historic power use of the device are currently not available,
please enter “0”.
Task 6: Add a new device group and control the devices in the group by setting a state
for the group
• Create a new device group and name it “All Blinds”.
• Add all blinds in the building (Blind1 in Bed Room1, Blind2 in Bed Room2, Blind3 in
Kitchen, Blind4 and Blind5 in Living Room) to this group.
• Set the state of the group to “closed: 25%” in order to set all blinds in the group to
that state.
Task 7: Create a scene and trigger it
In the building, you can create different scenes according to your needs. Please create a
scene with the following information.
• The scene’s name is “evening”.
• Add the lights and the blinds in Bed Room1 and Bed Room2 to the scene.
• In that scene, the target state of the lights is supposed to be on. The target state of the
blinds is supposed to be closed:100%.
• After having this scene, please trigger it.
Task 8: Advanced home automation: calendar event only for devices
Add a calendar event for the building and implement the following function.
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• The title of the event: blind automation.
• At 8:00 o’clock, set the state of the blind in Bed Room1 to state: open: 100%.
• At 18:00 o’clock, set the state of the blind in Bed Room1 to state: closed: 100%.
• Repeat this event every day from 24.12.2017 to 26.12.2017.
Task 9: Advanced home automation: calendar event for location and devices
If there will be some events in your building, you can mark these events on the build-
ing’s calendar. Now suppose you will throw a birth party in your building. When that
event starts, you hope some devices should be in some specific states. When the event is
finished, you also want some devices to be in certain states. The detailed information and
requirements about the event is as followed. Please add this event to the building’s calen-
dar. The energy management system in your building will take care of your settings for
the event.
• The event title: birthday party.
• The start date & time of the event: 28.12.2017, 17:00 o’clock.
• Location of the event: living room.
• During the event, the temperature of the living room should be 23 °C. Disable the
humidity setting. The state of the lights in the living room should be on. The state of
the blinds in the living room should be open: 100%.
• End date & time of the event: 28.12.2017, 23:00 o’clock.
• After the event is finished, disable the temperature settings in the living room.
Disable the humidity settings in the living room. Set state of the lights in the living
room to off. Set state of the blinds in the living room to closed:100%.
Task 10: Check the energy prediction in the building
Please enter the prediction of the basic load in the building at 19:00 o’clock this evening
(22.12.2017).
Task 11: View devices’ operation log
• Try to show the operation records in an ascending order by time.
• Filter the records with the keyword “light”.
Task 12: Set next planned drive for the electric vehicle with the following settings.
• The departure date & time for the next drive: 9:00 o’clock on 24.12.2017.
• The distance for the next drive: 30km.
• The minimum range that has to be guaranteed for the car to drive: 20km.
Tasks for the ESHL GUI in the experiment
Task 1: Find out real-time building level energy data
• a. Find out all the devices in the building that are currently consuming electricity.
Please use semicolons (;) to separate devices.
• b. Enter the current net power use (“Hausanschluss”) of the whole building.
• c. Check the direction of the current energy flows in the building. Is it from building
to power grid or from power grid to building?
Task 2: Check energy history of the building
Please enter the power consumption (“Verbraucher”) in this building at the time point
22:00h last night (20.12.2017).
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Task 3: Check energy history of a specific device
Enter the power use of the washing machine at 18:00 o’clock, 20.12.2017 and enter the
electricity price at that moment
Task 4: Check the energy prediction in the building
Please enter the prediction of the net power use (“Hausanschluss”) in the building at
20:00 o’clock this evening (22.12.2017).
Task 5: Basic home automation
Check the state of the light in kitchen. If it is on, please switch it off. If it is off, please
switch it on.
Task 6: Set Degree of Freedom (DoF) for devices
Suppose now you put the clothes in the washing machine. You want the washing pro-
cedure to be finished before 19:00 o’clock. Please specify the Degree of Freedom for the
washing machine.
Task 7: Enter the remaining capacity of the battery in the building
Task 8: Enter the current voltage and frequency in the building
Comments about the BOS UI and the ESHL GUI from Test Users
“I find there are too many options on the left menu of the BOS UI. My feedback would be
to try to regroup these options a bit.”
“BOS UI might suit more people as it uses the average Google Overview as it is very
intuitive.”
“Maybe before using the user interfaces, there should be a tutorial first. ESHL GUI it’s
too complex too understand without any explanation. In BOS UI , I don’t know if I already
save the change I have made or not.”
“BOS UI seems easy to use once you get used to it. It doesn’t need much know-how to
understand the interface. Whereas the ESHL GUI is not suitable for anybody like elder
people who are not good with technology.”
“ESHL GUI was missing the lights in kitchen.”
“ESHL GUI offers too many information at once, so it is hard to get an overview of the
possibilities and information.”
“Music system (Multiroom) is necessary! An alarm system is optional.”
“BOS UI is extremely easy to use, so that it was quite fun. ESHL GUI on the other hand
is annoyingly difficult. A lot of functionalities are missing. Bad translation into German
(e.g. Prädiktionen, the word really used in German is ’Vorhersagen’ or ’Prognose’), a device
overview, where you also can turn them on and off, is really missing.”
“BOS UI didn’t work perfectly, but it looks good and tidy, intuitive to use. ESHL GUI can
be a little bit confusing.”
“ESHL GUI was nice animated but confusing to use. Sometimes it took me to long to
get the informations. That was frustrating BOS UI: Looked not so nice but was more
clear to use. Best would be a combination between these two. Nice animated and easy
to use.”
“ESHL GUI should be as clear and refined as BOS UI.”
“Why can’t I click on the time itself instead of always having to click on the little clock on
BOS UI?”
“In the ESHL GUI, it’s a bit harder to find and organize everything at first because there
are only pictures and no labels.”
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“Make a submit button when the user sets things. Otherwise a lot of users will not know
if it worked.”
“I think BOS UI is cool. Especially the function of scene, which I also want to have in my
home.”
“For BOS UI, at the beginning, I am helpless. But after a few tasks, I am more and more
confident to use it.”
“In the overview of the ESHL GUI, I could not find the price at the 19th of December for
the washing machine. I think this could be a useful add for the future.”
“It is more like a nice feature, but maybe a bit over engineered. I would not set permissions
for example for a party, because it is to time consuming to do that for every event.”
“ESHL GUI is really unintuitive. I did not manage to find the history of yesterday, there
was only the last 24 h history. I did not like the interface. But I liked BOS UI.”
“ESHL GUI is very abstract, on the other hand, BOS UI is very user friendly.”
“BOS UI has a clear surface and is easy to control. It has a lot of functions. It was no
problem to solve the tasks for BOS UI, but it took more time or was not possible to solve all
the tasks for ESHL GUI because of the unclear user surface.”
“I really like the dynamic icons in BOS UI. They give a very quick visual response of the
state of a device.”
“I didn’t get the structure of ESHL GUI. But the problem could be that the question/tasks
for BOS UI were more detailed and the description what to do was better.”
“ESHL GUI is not intuitive, hard to find the needed.”
“I didn’t understand the ESHL GUI very well. I think, it is not very intuitive. It upset me
a little bit.”
“ESHL GUI didn’t work properly in my opinion. BOS UI was too slow in this test.”
“The ESHL GUI shows to many values. It should be kept more simple.”
“I really like the intuitive BOSUI for its very accessible interface with the different folders.
Idiot-proof even for beginners. It was intuitive to find everything. The floor plan was great.
I like the devices were coloured orange(consuming e) or green(producing e), giving a user a
quick overview of what’s going on.
I had some problems with ESHL GUI, it was quite clunky to work with. The devices
weren’t as comfortable accessible and the charts where to find what information were kind
of confusing. More or better ways to group your devices or have an overview where the most
power is used at this moment, maybe even on the floor plan, that would be great.”
“The ESHL GUI is not very clear. You have to make a lot more clicks to get there. Also in
terms of color, the BOS UI is much better designed, which improves clarity. However, in the
Energy Overview tab, for example, I find the technical parameters unnecessary. The end
user is certainly not interested in what voltage is currently available.”
“I find ESHL GUI very unintuitive for use. For somebody who might be already familiar
with this system it might be reasonable but I had a hard time finding specific features. BOS
feels much smoother, however it would be great if BOS UI can keep track of the frequency of
use of my devices so that all my devices can be sorted based on the frequency of their use.”
“About BOS UI:
There were several things which did not work properly:
1.) The German translation were really bad.
2.)I could not really use the Scene creator: Although there were Target States specified
(sometimes even this did not work) it said that I still had to set target states.
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3.)It was really unpleasant to have to click on the small arrow to set dates. It would be
great if you could also click on the date itself to open the context menu.
4.)When you set things like the blinds state it would be extremely convenient to show a
description of what the regulator does(e.g. on the left open, on the right closed).
5.)After using the UI for some time the computer slowed down quite heavily. I still could
use everything but I don’t know why a UI should generate such high load on your computer.
6.)The adding of devices was not fast enough. If this process was fastened up it would be
a really great system to use.
About ESHL GUI:
1.)The GUI as such was not easy to understand. I have to admit I did not really
understand what even half of the functions were displaying.
2.)All the pictures need way more descriptions!
3.)I did not really understand what the different tabs were supposed to do!?
4.)After opening a menu there should be a button to close it afterwords.
5.)The graph with the history of the electricity price was really stupid to use: After one
wrong click everything displayed disappeared. I could not figure out how to go back to
previous state.
6.)’Predikitionen’. Who is even using this word? Is this UI supposed to be used by
customers? It did not feel this way...
Overall, it was extremely unpleasant to use this system because it was in no way easy to
use. Nobody wants to study a UI for hours just to be able how much electricity his coffee
system needs...”
“I find ESHL GUI very unintuitive for use. For somebody who might be already familiar
with this system it might be reasonable but I had a hard time finding specific features.
BOS UI feels much smoother, however as I’ve written before, it is great for checking e.g.
my efficiency. For convenience there is too little of predictions or too many clicks to get
to the ’sub-page’ or tab to which I want to get. I have the impression that nowadays web
applications have more of (what I called) ’predictions’. For example one could should a
grid of all my devices sorted by frequency of usage with a field above to choose the room
my device is in to filter the grid. Here I wouldn’t be forced to fill out the first and then
the second field to fill out the form. The same thing would happen with suggestions for the
optimization, even if I don’t use them they might save some time. All in all, less nested
forms, more icons and grids and more user interactions & predictions.”
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